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Bayes factors for variance component testing in generalized linear mixed models 
Sandip Sinharay 
Major Professor: Dr. Hal Stern 
Iowa State University 
Generalized linear models with random effects are becoming increasingly popular in situations where 
one needs to relate a non-normal response variable to a set of predictors and the responses are correlated. 
We start with a description of generalized linear models with random effects. Then we talk briefly 
about the frequestist and Bayesian approaches to inference for these models. In many applications, 
the magnitude of the variance components corresponding to one or more of the random effects are of 
interest, especially the point null hypothesis that one or more of the variance components is zero. A 
number of approaches are reviewed for approximating the Bayes factor comparing the models with and 
without the random effects in question. The computations involved with finding Bayes factors pose 
many challenges - especially for large problems and we discuss how one can overcome them. 
We perform a comparative study of the different approaches to compute Bayes factors by applying 
them to two different data sets. 
A common criticism of Bayes factors is that they are sensitive to the prior distributions used for 
the parameters of the models being compared. We develop an approach to study the sensitivity of 
the Bayes factor (comparing the models with and without the random effects in question) to the prior 
distributions used for the variance components and apply that to the two data sets to find out that the 
Bayes factor in question is indeed sensitive to the prior distributions used for the variance components. 
I 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Generalized linear models with random effects, also known as generalized linear 
mixed models (GLMM), are used in situations where one needs to relate a non-normal 
response variable to a set of predictors and the responses are correlated. In many ap­
plications, the magnitude of the variance components corresponding to one or more of 
the random effects are of interest, especially the point null hypothesis that one or more 
of the variance components is zero. Because of the difficulty of computations with gen­
eralized linear mixed models, not much work has been done regarding the hypothesis 
testing problem mentioned above for these models. A Bayesian approach for testing a 
hypothesis is to compute the Bayes factor comparing the two competiting models — one 
suggested by the null hypothesis and another by the alternative hypothesis. The ob­
jective of this work is to compare the different approaches for approximating the Bayes 
factor comparing the models with and without the random effects in question. 
In Chapter 2, we introduce some important statistical ideas to be used in future 
chapters. Included among them are methods for optimizing a function and methods 
for approximating an integral. VVe also discuss the Bayesian approach to data analysis 
along with a key component of Bayesian analysis for complex problems, Markov chain 
Monte Carlo methods. 
In Chapter 3, we first describe generalized linear mixed models and then talk briefly 
about the frequentist and Bayesian approaches to inference for generalized linear mixed 
models. A common question concerns null hypotheses that specify one or more vari­
ance components are zero. VVe review the literature on tests of this hypothesis in the 
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remaining part of Chapter 3. 
In Chapter 4, we discuss the different issues about computation of the Bayes fac­
tor for variance component testing for generalized linear mixed models in details. We 
first describe the different ways to compute the marginal likelihood function for these 
models. Then we talk about computation of the posterior mode for them. Finally we 
discuss a number of approaches for approximating the Bayes factor that corresponds to 
the test of a null hypothesis that specifies one or more variance components are zero. 
Simple approximations (e.g., Laplace approximation, importance sampling etc.) to the 
Bayes factor and more sophisticated methods (e.g., Chib's marginal likelihood method 
and Reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo method) are discussed. Advantages 
and disadvantages of the different methods are reviewed. A concern with the use of 
Bayes factors is that they are sensitive to the prior distribution used in the model. We 
develop an approach for studying the sensitivity of the Bayes factor estimate for variance 
component testing in generalized linear mixed models to the prior distribution for the 
variance parameters. 
In Chapter 5, we describe an application of a simple generalized linear mixed model, 
a probit regression model with random effects, to the data set from a natural selection 
study. The Bayes factor of interest here is the one to determine if the probit model with 
the random effect terms provides a better fit than the ordinary probit regression model 
without any random effect terms. We compute the approximate Bayes factor using the 
different approaches discussed in Chapter 4 and compare them for this example. We 
use our approach discussed in Chapter 4 to study the sensitivity of the estimate of the 
Bayes factor of our interest to the prior distribution for the variance component. We also 
perform a simulation study to find out the behaviour of the Bayes factor estimate and 
the various computational approaches as the true variance component takes different 
values. 
In Chapter 6, we take up a more complex example which involves the Scotland lip-
3 
cancer data set (Clayton & Caldor, 1987). A Poisson-normal regression model with 
spatial random effects and heterogeneity random effects is fit to these data. A com­
parison of the different approaches for approximating the Bayes factors for comparing 
different variance component models is carried out as in the previous example. Because 
of the complexity of the model, computations become much more difficult — some of the 
methods applied in the previous example are too time-consuming to be applied here. We 
also carry out a sensitivity analysis using our approach discussed in Chapter 4 to study 
the sensitivity of the estimated Bayes factor to compare the model with no variance 
component and the model with both variance components to the prior distributions for 
the two variance components. Finally, we carry out a simulation study to figure out if 
the Bayes factors can help one to identity the right variance component model for this 
example. 
Conclusions and directions for future work are described in Chapter 7. 
4 
2 COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS 
A number of computational methods serve as building blocks for the approaches used 
in later chapters to compute Bayes factors. These methods are reviewed in this chapter. 
2.1 Optimization 
We will discuss a couple of numerical algorithms used to optimize functions; these 
wil be useful later to find the posterior modes and the maximum likelihood estimates 
for the models of interest here. 
2.1.1 Newton-Raphson method 
Suppose we have a function /(w) and want to find w", the mode of /(u>), i.e., to 
find w" that maximizes /(tu), over w6fi. If the first and second derivatives of /(w) 
can be easily found, then the mode can be computed rapidly by a process called the 
Newton-Raphson method. 
The Newton-Raphson method is an iterative method that is based on a quadratic 
Taylor series approximation of /(w). It starts from an initial value u/0* and generates a 
sequence of values through the steps: 
u,(') = u,»'-1» - [/"(u>('"l))]~7V'"l)), 
where /'(tv',-1)) is the vector of first derivatives of /(w) and /"(u/1-1') is the matrix of 
the second derivatives of /(w), evaluated at u/'-1'. When there is a negligible difference 
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in the values of u; obtained from two successive iterations and the first derivative becomes 
negligible, the most recent value of w is taken as an approximation of the mode. In 
practice tolerances 71 and 72 (usually of the order of 10~6) are defined and the Newton-
Raphson iteration terminated when 
The derivatives required in the algorithm may be found analytically or numerically. If 
the first and second derivatives of a function /(cv) are difficult to determine analytically, 
one can approximate them using finite differences. The i-th component of /' can be 
approximated at any specified ordinate u> = (wi,w%,.. .Wj) by 
where <$,• is a small value and using linear algebraic notations, e, is the unit vector 
corresponding to the i-th component of w. The values of <$,• should be chosen based on 
the scale of the problem; usually, values such as 0.0001 give good results (Gelman et. al., 
1995) since they are low enough to approximate the derivative and high enough to avoid 
roundoff error on the computer. The second derivative matrix at w is approximated by 
a p p l y i n g  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c i n g  a g a i n ;  f o r  e a c h  i ,  j ,  
_ /,'(w + <w - /> -
/(u> + SiSi + SjCjj-fiu + S,e( - SjCjj-fiu - Ste{ + ^ e_,)+/(u; - 5te, - S j C j )  
The advantage of the Newton-Raphson method is that convergence is extremely fast 
if the initial value is close to the solution. However, the disdvantage of this method is 
that the starting value is important, especially for high-dimensional parameter space. 
(•') - u,(-D 
—-77— < 71 and \ f  (v(,))| < 72 
t n  d L  / ( w  +  f a )  -  / ( u >  -  < f , e ,  
/
'
(
"
) = d^" 2Si 8 
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The algorithm is not guaranteed to converge from all starting values, particularly in 
regions where — /"(w) is neither positive definite nor negative definite — in those cases, 
the iterations may move off towards the boundary of the parameter space. One can use 
a new starting point in that case or try several iterations of a more robust optimization 
algorithm like steepest descent. 
The Newton-Raphson method converges to a local maximum — so it is customary 
to start the iterations at a number of different points w and then to compare the values 
of the function /(u>) at all of the local maxima to obtain the global maximum. 
2.1.2 EM algorithm 
The EM algorithm (Dempster et. al., 1977) is commonly used to obtain maximum 
likelihood estimates or posterior modes in problems with missing data. In fact, the 
algorithm is applicable in a broad range of situations where probability models can be 
reexpressed as ones on augmented parameter spaces where the added parameters can be 
thought of as missing data. The EM algorithm is relevant for mixed models because the 
random effects may be viewed as missing data and the algorithm may be used to find 
maximum likelihood estimates for these models. 
Suppose that given an unknown parameter vector u;, 
where yobs is the observed data and ymis is the missing data. Suppose the objective is 
to obtain the maximum likelihood estimate of tu, i.e., the value of w that maximizes the 
observed data likelihood 
y ~ /(y;w) 
and that 
y' = iy'ob^y'mis). 
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The EM algorithm goes through a succession of E-steps and M-steps starting from an 
initial value a/0* of the parameter vector tu. In the (t + l)-th El-step, one maximizes 
Q(v|tu(t)) = E [ l o g { f { y 0 b s , y m i s \ w)}|yo6„u;(0], 
the expected value of the complete data loglikelihood, where the expectation is with 
respect to the distribution of ymia given yoba and In the corresponding M-step, 
one maximizes Q(tu|u/(') computed in the preceeding E-step with respect to tu to get 
u;(t+l). The algorithm is said to have converged when two successive iterations give very 
similar values of the parameter vector. It is also a good idea to monitor the value of 
the loglikelihood f(y0(Ju>). The EM algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local 
maximum — so it is customary to start the iterations at many points in the parameter 
space and then to compare the values of the likelihood at all of the local maxima. This 
method may be very slow to converge if the proportion of missing data is high. 
The EM algorithm can be used to find the posterior mode of a model with missing 
data as well. Under the same kind of model assumptions as above, one has to maximize 
the observed data posterior 
f {^\y0 b s )  «  f ( y a b s \ u ) p { u )  
with respect to tu to get the posterior mode. It can be shown that (see e.g., Gelman et. 
al, 1995, page 277) the (t + l)-th E-step in the EM algorithm to find the posterior mode 
requires maximizing 
Q(u/|u>(t)) =  E [ l o g { f { y o b s ,  y m i a  |tu )p(tu )} |yo6j, tu(t)], (2.1) 
the expected value of the logarithm of the product of the complete data likelihood and 
the prior distribution, or, equivalently, 
Q'("l«l") = (2.2) 
8 
the expected value of the logarithm of the joint posterior density of the missing data and 
the parameters conditional on the observed data, where the expectation is taken with 
respect to the conditional distribution of ymi3 given yobs and In the corresponding 
M-step, one maximizes Q*(u;|u;f ) or Q(w|w^) computed in the proceeding E-step with 
respect to w to get 
For simple problems, one may be able to do the averaging in (2.1) or (2.2) analytically. 
However, in many practical problems (e.g., for the generelized linear mixed models), the 
expectation cannot be computed analytically; then one may need to use an approxima­
tion technique or a simulation technique to compute the expectation. Examples can be 
found later in Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2. 
2.2 Evaluation of integrals 
Approximation of integrals will be used through out this work, e.g., to evaluate the 
likelihood in a mixed model. We discuss some of the most popular methods for tackling 
the problem. 
2.2.1 Numerical quadrature 
Numerical quadrature refers to the evaluation of definite integrals by numerical meth­
ods. Simpson's rule is probably the most useful of all the formulas for numerical quadra­
ture (Scarborough, 1930, page 119). Suppose one has to compute the definite integral 
fa f{x)dx. First, the interval (a, 6) is divided into an even number of equisized subin-
tervals using the points a = x0; x,- = x0 + i * h, i = 1,2,... 2n — L; x2n = x0 + 2nh = 6, 
where h = 
Simpson's rule, which is derived by assuming that /(x) is a piece-wise quadratic 
f u n c t i o n ,  o n e  s e g m e n t  e a c h  i n  e a c h  o f  t h e  s u b i n t e r v a l s  ( x q  +  2 z 7 i , X q  +  2 ( i  +  l ) h j , i  =  
9 
0,1,. . .  n  — 1, yields the formula 
rb rxo+2nh 
/  f { x ) d x  =  /  f { x ) d x  
J  a  J x  o  
%  2  [ / ( ^ o )  +  4 { f ( x i )  +  / ( l a )  •  •  •  +  / ( X 2 „ _ l ) }  +  
2 { f { X 2  )  +  f { x  4 )  .  .  .  +  f ( x  2n-2)} + /(®2n)-
There are two nice features of Simpson's rule. First, though derived from a quadratic 
approximation, it is in fact exact for piece-wise cubic polynomials. Second, it can easily 
be computed for a series of decreasing equisized intervals (see, e.g., Press et. al.). 
2.2.2 Laplace approximation 
Suppose we want to approximate the integral /g ( i i j ) d v ,  where g { . )  is a real-valued 
function and wis a vector of variables. For /i(w) = log{g( u>)}, we can write 
J  g ( ( j ) d u >  =  J  e k ^ d u > .  
Suppose further that w" is the unique mode of /i(tv), i.e., at" maximizes /i(tv) over all 
choices of w. Then applying the Taylor series expansion of /i(v) around tv* and assuming 
that the 3rd and higher order derivatives of h(a>) at u>* are negligible (which is equivalent 
to assuming that g{u) is proportional to a normal density), one gets the approximation 
(De Bruijn, 1961; Tierney and Kadane, 1986) : 
J g { u > ) d u  %  ( 2 7 r ) ^ | * | & g ( w " ) ,  
where d  is the dimension of w and ^ is the negative of the inverse of the 2nd derivative 
of h(u>) computed at w = w". 
Because the Laplace approximation is based on a normal approximation, it is most 
effective for unimodal and smooth h(u) and may give bad results for skewed or mul­
timodal h(u) or for high-dimensional w. It will also give bad results if tu* is near the 
edge of a finite parameter space, a common problem with the generalized linear mixed 
models. 
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2.2.3 Monte Carlo integration 
Suppose we want to compute the expected value of a function g(w) where the ex­
pectation is taken with respect to a probability density /(u>). If we can draw a random 
sample Wi, w%, ..., u>„ from /(u>), the technique of Monte Carlo integration amounts 
to approximating the expectation required as: 
f  1  "  
£ / { s M }  =  /  g { u ) f { u ) d u >  %  - £ $ ( « * > , •  ) •  ju n i=1 
The accuracy of the estimate can be assessed using the standard deviation of the g(u>i) 
values. If it is not easy to draw a random sample from f[u>) or if the g(u>,) values are 
too variable (making the average of them too variable an approximation to be useful), 
one should use better approximations. 
2.2.4 Importance sampling 
Suppose, exactly as in the case of Monte Carlo integration, that we want to compute 
the expected value of a function g{u>) where the expectation is taken with respect to a 
probability density f(u>). We can write the expectation of g(uf) as 
E / { s M }  =  /  4(w)/(w)cU =  f  h ( u ) d u >  (2.3) 
J  u  J  u >  J  
for any probability density A(w). Now, if we can generate a random sample ..., 
tvn from the distribution with density h { u>), we can approximate E j { g { w)}, using (2.1), 
as 
If h ( u )  is chosen so that is roughly constant over the range of possible values 
of w, fairly accurate approximation of the integral may be obtained. Here again, the 
standard deviation of the values determines the quality of the approximation. 
In particular, A(w) should have heavier tails than the product g { u ) f ( v) since otherwise 
11 
there may be a few u>,'s for which h(u>) will be much smaller than g(w)/(w) and the 
approximation will blow up. 
2.3 Bayesian analysis and Markov chain Monte Carlo methods 
In a typical Bayesian analysis, one draws inference about the unknown quantities, 
typically parameters of the probability model used to describe the data, from the pos­
terior distribution of those quantities given the observed data. Suppose p(y |u>) is the 
distribution of the data vector y conditional on the model parameter vector w. Suppose 
also that a prior distribution p(tv) is specified on the parameter vector. The posterior 
distribution of the parameter vector given the data is obtained using Bayes' rule as: 
In practice, the posterior distribution is often impossible to derive analytically and hence 
it is not possible to make posterior inference about u? analytically. One way to gener­
ate inferences from p(u/|y) is to rely on numerical integration (as described in Section 
2.2). It is common nowadays to rely instead on simulation-based approximations to find 
estimates of quantities of interest for the model. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
simulation is often used to obtain a random sample from the posterior distribution and 
then the sample is used as a discrete approximation of the posterior distribution. The 
Markov chain refers to the idea of creating a Markov process with stationary distribu­
tion equal to the posterior distribution of interest and then running the simulation long 
enough so that the distribution of the draws beyond some point is close enough to the 
stationary distribution. Then posterior expectations of relevant functions of u> are ap­
p(y|o>)p(u>) 
a p(y|w)p(w), 
where 
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proximated using Monte Carlo integration. While we discuss some MCMC algorithms 
briefly in the next subsection, a number of books, e.g., Gelman et. al. (1995) and Gilks 
et. al. (1996) give a more detailed discussion of MCMC methods. 
2.3.1 Gibbs sampling 
The Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984) is one of the most popular MCMC 
algorithms used to sample from posterior distributions and is defined in terms of sub-
vectors of w. Suppose that u) can be partitioned into p components or subvectors as 
w = (wi,w%,.. .up). Each iteration in the Gibbs sampling algorithm goes through the 
subvectors of w, drawing each subset conditional on the value of all the others and the 
d a t a .  T h e  a l g o r i t h m  s t a r t s  f r o m  a n  i n i t i a l  v a l u e  ( w ° ,  w ° , . . .  w ° )  o f  t v .  E a c h  i t e r a t i o n  t  
consists of p steps. Notation doesn't address this. In the j-th step of the f-th iteration, 
uij is sampled from the conditional distribution of ugiven the most recently generated 
values of the other components of w and the data y: 
p(u>j|u>!"\j/), 
where contains all the components of w, except for u;, at their current values: 
TVLY 1  =  (W| ,  W; ,  .  .  .  .  .  .  ,U/P  L ) .  
This description assumes that the subvectors are sampled in the same order for each 
iteration. In practice one can vary the ordering of the subvectors. 
Gibbs sampling is repeated for t  =  1, 2 , . . .  , M ,  where M  is the number of iterations of 
the algorithm. Determining the value of M such that the algorithm reaches approximate 
convergence to the stationary distribution is a difficult problem. Cowles and Carlin 
(1996) provide a review of a number of convergence diagnostics. For this dissertation, we 
use the convergence diagnostic introduced by Gelman and Rubin (1992), which requires 
running several independent chains with different starting values and then compares the 
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location and variability of the different chains. Note also that simulations of the Markov 
chain are not independent and this issue must be addressed to estimate the accuracy of 
MCMC inferences. 
Gibbs sampling is useful for sampling from a complex posterior distribution when 
the conditional posterior distributions can be easily sampled. 
2.3.2 Metropolis algorithm 
Another useful MCMC algorithm is the Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis and Ulam, 
1949). This method is very useful when it is difficult to sample from a distribution 
directly, e.g., in the situation when one of the conditional distibutions in a Gibbs sampler 
is difficult to sample from directly. 
We begin with a description of the basic Metropolis algorithm. Let tv° denote the 
initial value of w. The Z-th iteration of the Metropolis algorithm consists of the following 
steps: 
• Sample a candidate point tu* from a jumping distribution «/((w* lu;1-1), which must 
b e  s y m m e t r i c ,  i . e . ,  , / t ( u ; a | u > & )  =  < / t ( u > 6 | u > a )  f o r  a l l  w „ ,  a n d  t .  
• Compute the acceptance probability 
The Metropolis algorithm is run for M  iterations, for t  = 1,2,... , M  and must be 
monitored for approximate convergence to the stationary distribution. Note that a 
candidate point with higher posterior density than the current value will always be 
r = min 
• Set 
u>* with probability r 
a/ = 
u>c~l with probability (1 — r) 
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accepted. Candidate points with posterior density lower than the current value may or 
may not be accepted. 
The choice of the jumping distribution ,/£(v*|u/~l) is an important issue in Metropo­
lis algorithm. A common jumping distribution is a normal distribution with mean equal 
to ui1'1 and variance matrix chosen so that the algorithm has an acceptance rate between 
0.2-0.45. This is known as a random walk Metropolis algorithm. More details about 
the Metropolis algorithm, jumping distributions and acceptance rates can be found in 
Gelman et. al. (1995). 
Looking at the steps of the algorithm, we see that since the computation of the ac­
ceptance probability r requires the computation of the ratio of the posterior density at 
two parameter values, it is enough to know the posterior distribution up to a normal­
izing constant to sample from it using Metropolis algorithm. This characteristic makes 
the Metropolis algorithm very useful in Bayesian analysis since in many complicated 
problems, the posterior density is known only up to a normalizing constant. 
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings, 1970) is a generalization of the Metropo­
lis algorithm that allows one to use a jumping distribution J((wa|w&) that is not sym­
metric. To allow for the asymmetry of the jumping rule, the ratio r in (2.2) is replaced 
Allowing asymmetric jumping rules can increase the speed of convergence of the Markov 
chain. 
Sometimes, it is convenient to incorporate the Metropolis (or Metropolis-Hastings) 
algorithm into a Gibbs sampling algorithm, using Metropolis steps to sample from some 
or all of the conditional posterior distributions. This is usually implemented when some 
or all of the subvectors of w have conditional densities which are difficult to sample from 
by 
r = m m  
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using a Gibbs step (e.g., when the conditional density is known only up to a constant). 
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3 INFERENCE FOR GENERALIZED LINEAR MIXED 
MODELS 
3.1 Generalized linear mixed models 
Generalized linear models allow for the use of linear modeling ideas in settings where 
the response is not normally distributed. Examples include logistic or probit regression, 
when the response is binary or Poisson regression when the response is a count variable. 
Frequently the responses are correlated even after conditioning on the covariates of in­
terest, e.g., individuals from the same family share common genetic factors. Generalized 
linear mixed models (GLMM) use random effects to take such correlations into account. 
Let y,- denote the response for observation i ,  i  = 1,2,... , n. The t/,'s are modeled 
as independent, given canonical parameter and scale parameter with probability 
density function 
= ezp{[M. - a(6) + 6(t/,)]/0}. 
We drop <p from further consideration (i.e., take 0=1). The two examples we consider 
in detail do not have any scale parameter. Also, all of the methods described here can 
be modified to accomodate a scale parameter in almost all practical situations. Let 
Hi = E(yi\Çi) = a'(Çi). The mean m (and hence £,) is expressed as a function of a p x 1 
p red i c to r  vec to r  a  p  x  1  vec to r  o f  coe f f i c i en t s  a  and  a  q  x  1  random e f f ec t s  vec to r  b  
through the link function 
g { f i i )  = x \a  +  2-6,  
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where zt- is a q  x 1 (typically zero/one) vector associated with the random effects. To 
complete the model specification, the random effects vector b is usually taken as mul­
tivariate normal with mean 0 and a positive definite variance matrix D(9), where 9 is 
an m x 1 vector of unknown variance components. The magnitude of 9 determines the 
degree of overdispersion and correlation among the responses. Typically, the model is 
parameterized such that D(9) = 0 iff 9 = 0. 
The likelihood function L{ac ,9 \ y ) ,  also called the marginal likelihood function, is 
obtained by integrating out the random effects from the conditional density of the re­
sponse using the density assigned to the random effects (also called the prior density of 
the random effects): 
t(a,#ls) = (3-1) 
ct \D(0 ) [ - ' n  f[/fa|a,6)}exp(- bD ^ b ^ jdb .  (3.2) 
The integral cannot be done analytically except for normal linear models, which makes 
any kind of data analysis with generalized linear mixed models complicated. 
Another quantity of interest for generalized linear mixed models is the quasilikelihood 
function L(a,9\y), which is defined as 
L{a ,9 \ y )  =  ^exp{ £ /t(a|y;,6)}/(6|0)crt>, (3.3) 
where, for £(y,|6) = /i,-(6) and V ( y i \ b )  =  ^ -u(^,(6)), 
l i { a \ y i , b )  e x  f  ) a ' ( y '  U ^ d u  
Jy. v(u) 
defines the conditional log-quasilikelihood of a given 6 for the i-th individual (Lin, 1997). 
Note that if u(tt) is constant, then /,(.) is a quadratic function; thus the quasilikelihood 
and the likelihood agree for the normal density. The quasilikelihood is motivated by 
the observation that most of the asymptotic theory for maximum likelihood estimation 
also holds when the quasilikelihood replaces the likelihood. The quasilikelihood contains 
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only the conditional mean and variance of the responses (rather than making any distri­
butional assumptions). It is useful in situations when we do not wish to make explicit 
assumptions about the distributional form of the response. Also, computations may be 
simpler with the quasilikelihood than with the likelihood. 
3.2 Approaches to estimation in generalized linear mixed mod­
els 
3.2.1 Likelihood-based approaches 
3.2.1.1 Marginal maximum likelihood approach 
The marginal likelihood function of the parameters a and 9 is given by the expression 
(3.2). By maximizing (3.2) with respect to a and 0, one obtains the maximum likelihood 
estimates of a and 9. These are often called the marginal maximum likelihood estimates 
(MMLE) of the parameters though maximum marginal likelihood estimates might be 
a more appropriate term. The various approaches to optimization described in Section 
2.1 can be applied to maximize the likelihood (see Section 4.2). 
3.2.1.2 Restricted maximum likelihood approach 
Marginal maximum likelihood estimators tend to underestimate the variance param­
eters for small samples. To see this, consider the simple linear model 
y  ~ N ( X (3 ,< t 2 1) ,  
where cr2 = £(y — Xj3) ' (y  — X/3), the maximum likelihood estimator of cr2, is not 
unbiased for cr2. This same type of result is obtained for mixed models. To address 
this, one can compute the restricted maximum likelihood estimates (REML) of the 
variance components (Laird and Ware, 1982) which typically have less bias. In the case 
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of the simple linear model, a2 = n_ nk(X)^ ~ ~~ the restricted maximum 
likelihood estimate of a2 is unbiased. To compute the restricted maximum likelihood 
estimates, one maximizes the restricted likelihood function. The latter can be obtained 
in terms of error contrasts or in a Bayesian approach by integrating out the fixed effects 
a from the likelihood function (3.2) assuming a flat prior distribution on a. Hence the 
restricted likelihood function for generalized linear mixed models is: 
£•(»!») oc Ja jb |D(#)|-"=eiP( - 6P2(fl)t) { ft /(g,|Ç,)}<<Ma. 
By maximizing the restricted likelihood function given above with respect to 9, one 
obtains the restricted maximum likelihood estimate of 9. Then the estimate of a is 
obtained by maximizing L{a,9\y) with respect to a, treating 9 as fixed at the corre­
sponding restricted maximum likelihood estimate. 
3.2.2 Bayesian approach 
Bayesian analysis of generalized linear mixed models is relatively easy to imple­
ment (compared to its frequentist counterpart), especially with the advent of MCMC 
algorithms. In a Bayesian analysis of generalized linear mixed models, one would draw 
inference about the unknown parameters a and 9 from their posterior distribution given 
the observed data. 
The posterior distribution of a  and 9 ,  denoted as p(a ,9 \ y ) ,  is given by 
where p(a ,9 )  is the prior distribution on a  and 9 .  Note that p(y \a ,9 )  is the marginal 
likelihood, computation of which requires that b has to be integrated out, i.e., 
p{  y \  a , 9 )  x \D{9 ) \  1 / 2  J b ^ f [ f { y i \ a ,b ) ^exp^ - b  D  . 7 ^ b ^ jdb  
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However, we will shortly see that it is possible to perform a Bayesian analysis without 
integrating out the random effects 6. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods 
(Section 2.3) can be used to get a sample from the posterior distribution p(a,0\y) and 
that sample can be used to make posterior inferences about the parameters. Usually, it 
is enough to work with the numerator of (3.4) in MCMC algorithms. 
One advantage of the Bayesian approach is that there is a way to avoid integrating 
the random effects. One can generate a random sample from the posterior distribution 
p(a,b,0\y), which is given by 
The sampled values of a and 9 obtained this way constitute a random sample from 
Inferences for the parameters are obtained by computing different quantities from the 
posterior sample, e.g., the mean of the sampled values of any parameter is an estimate 
of the posterior mean of the same parameter. 
3.3 Testing hypotheses about variance components in general­
ized linear mixed models 
Inferences about the contribution of the random effects to the generalized linear 
mixed model can be made by examining point (or interval) estimates of the variance 
parameters in D. In many practical problems, researchers may like to test whether a 
p(a,6,0|y) = p(y|a,6)p(6|0)p(a,0) 
/  p (y  la, 6)p(6|0)p(a, 0)dadbd0  
a p(y|a,6)p(6|0)p(a,0) 
p(a,0|y). 
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particular variance component is zero (or equivalently compare the relevant models). 
We now briefly review different approaches to carry out the test. 
3.3.1 Frequentist approaches 
3.3.1.1 Likelihood-ratio test 
Assuming maximum likelihood estimates can be obtained, the likelihood ratio test 
statistic for comparing the two models (those implied by the null hypothesis and the 
alternative hypothesis) can be computed. Using notation from the beginning of this 
chapter, suppose the unrestricted marginal likelihood L(a,9\y) for a generalized linear 
mixed model is given by 
L(a ,8 \ y )  oc \D{9 ) \~ 1 / 2  {  J]  /(y,- |a , fc)}exp( -  * D  ^ ^db ,  
where 9  denotes the variance parameters in the model. Suppose 9  can be partitioned 
as 9 = (#!,#%) and that we are interested in testing H0 : 91 = 9\ (often 9\ = 0). The 
likelihood ratio for testing Ho is given by 
L R  L(à ,9 l9 2 \ y )  ^ 
L (à , è \ y )  
where (0e,0",02) maximizes L(a,0*,02|y) over all choices of a and 92 while (ct,0) 
maximizes L(a,9\y) over all choices of (a, 9). The usual likelihood ratio test statistic is 
given by —2 log(LR). A difficulty in carrying out the test for Hq is that if the null value 
of the variance parameter lies on the boundary of its support (i.e., = 0), then the 
asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio test statistic under the null hypothesis is 
not readily available. The usual x2 approximation of the likelihood ratio test statistic 
may not hold since the regularity conditions require that the null hypothesis be on the 
interior of the parameter space. One way to resolve this problem is to obtain an approx­
imate reference distribution, e.g., by using a parametric bootstrap to simulate data sets 
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assuming the null hypothesis is true. Then we compare the observed likelihood ratio 
test statistic with the simulated null distribution. However, simulation is impractical if 
the model is complex or the data set is large since the computation of the likelihood 
ratio test statistic then becomes very time-consuming. 
3.3.1.2 Score test 
Lin (1997) derives a score test by approximating the logarithm of the quasilikelihood 
of a generalized linear mixed model defined by (3.3) using a Laplace approximation 
(Section 2.2.2) to integrate out the random effect(s). 
Let /(at,0|y) denote the approximate log-quasilikelihood function for a generalized 
linear mixed model after using the Laplace approximation to integrate out the random 
effects vector 6. We will discuss the procedure for the global test Ha : 9 = 0. Suppose 
the components of 9 are given by 9 = (#i, #2,... ,9m) and suppose that â0 is the 
maximum likelihood estimate of a under the null hypothesis. Then the score function 
for testing H0, Ue(àQ) = ((/9l(â0),.. ., C/em(à0)) , is given by 
( / . , ( * - ) = .  
o f t j  6=o,a=a0 
The global score test statistic used to test Ho is given by 
X2A = t/6(ào)7(ào)- l£/6(ào), 
where /(at0) is the efficient information matrix of 9  evaluated under Ho,  taking the form 
l { à 0 )  =  l e e  -  I ' a d l a a l a e ,  
where 
n f d l {a ,9 \ y )d~ l (a ,9 \ y ) \  
l 9 e  =  E [~~dë  dT~  J '  
<Q6 _ c/af(a,%)af(q,%)\ I  da  39 '  ) '  
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r  _  c ^ l (a ,0 \ y )d ï (a ,0 \ y ) \  
laa = e(~d5 d*—) '  
and the partial derivatives and expectations are all calculated under the null hypothesis, 
i.e., at 0=0. Under some regularity conditions in proposition 1 (Lin, 1997, page 314), 
the global score test statistic xh follows a x2 distribution with m (m is the number 
of components in 0) degrees of freedom asymptotically under the null hypothesis. Lin 
derives test statistics for testing hypotheses about the individual variance components 
as well. 
3.3.2 Bayesian approach 
The Bayesian approach to test a hypothesis about the variance component(s) is to 
compu te  t he  Bayes  f ac to r  BF 0 1  =  tha t  compares  t he  marg ina l  dens i t i e s  o f  y  
under the two models, A/0 (one or more of the variance components is zero) and Mi 
(variance unrestricted), where 
p{y \M)  =  Jp{y \w ,  M)p{u \M)du  
is the marginal density under model M and w denotes the parameters of model M.  The 
Bayes factor then summarizes the evidence provided by the data in favor of one scientific 
theory represented by a statistical model as opposed to another. Note that the Bayes 
factor does not depend on the prior probabilities assigned to the models. 
Another way to express the Bayes factor is the following: 
RFoi P(Moly) /P(Mo) 
p(M x \ y ) /  p {M x y  
i.e., the Bayes factor is the ratio of posterior odds and prior odds. This expression 
appears to contradict the last sentence of the previous paragraph in that the Bayes 
factor now seems to depend on p( Mq ) and p(Mt), but there is no conflict as this is 
mathematically equivalent to the former. This expression is useful in forming an estimate 
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Table 3.1 Interpretation of Bayes factors 
2 l og e (BF 1 0 )  BF 10 Evidence against Mq  
0-2 1-3 Not worth more than a bare mention 
2-6 3-20 Positive 
6-10 20-150 Strong 
>10 >150 Very strong 
of the Bayes factor using reversible jump MCMC (see Section 4.4.3) algorithm, which 
ob ta in s  empi r i ca l  e s t ima te s  o f  p (Mo\y )  and  p (Mi \ y ) .  
Kass and Raftery (1995) provide a comprehensive review of Bayes factors including 
information about their interpretation. Their suggested interpretation of Bayes factors, 
which is modified from Jeffreys' (1961) scale, is given in Table 3.1. They express Bayes 
factors as providing evidence against the null model, i.e., they provide the scale in terms 
o f  BF 1 0 .  
Strictly speaking, in order to be able to use Bayes factors, one should use proper prior 
distributions for all the parameters in the models being compared. This is because Bayes 
factors may not be defined if one uses improper prior distributions for the parameters 
in the models — the marginal density of the data under the models may not be defined 
in that situation. Consider the simple example where 
y\9 ~ N{9,1) ,  p ( 9 )  oc 1 .  
Then, 
p ( y )  oc J  -j==e~ï(y~B)2 d.Q = 1,  -oo < y < oo,  
which is not a proper density. Hence if we want to test a null hypothesis about 9  against 
the alternative hypothesis that 9 can take any value in (—00,00), we cannot use the 
Bayes factor because it is undefined in this situation (because the marginal density of 
the data under the alternative model is not defined). 
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However, there axe situations where one may be able to compute Bayes factors with­
out using proper prior distributions for all the parameters in the models. For example, if 
two models being compared have a number of common parameters, then one can usually 
compute a Bayes factor for comparing the two models using the same improper prior 
distributions on the common parameters under both the models. 
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4 COMPUTATION FOR GENERALIZED LINEAR MIXED 
MODELS 
Difficulty in carrying out the needed calculations for generalized linear mixed models 
has always been a stumbling block limiting their application. In this chapter, we discuss 
the different computational issues associated with approximating Bayes factors for vari­
ance component testing for these models. Chapter 2 provides an elementary discussion 
of a number of statistical computing tools. In this chapter we discuss the practicalities 
of applying those tools for computing Bayes factor estimates for generalized linear mixed 
models. 
4.1 Computation of the likelihood 
Calculation of the Bayes factor requires computing 
p { y )  =  J  J  p{y \a ,O)p{a t , d )dad0 ,  
where we drop the model index M for simplicity. The above computation is more 
complicated than it seems for generalized linear mixed models because p(y\a,9) is itself 
defined as an integral over the random effects distribution. Here we focus on computing 
p(y|a,0), also known as the likelihood L(a,9\y). Additional steps required to form 
Bayes factor estimates are discussed in subsequent sections. 
The likelihood function (which is also known as the marginal likelihood function) 
£(a, 6\y) for generalized linear mixed models is obtained by integrating out the random 
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effects from the conditional density of the response y  using the prior distribution of the 
random effects: 
where d  is the dimension of D{6) .  The integral cannot be computed analytically except 
for normal linear models. The different approaches that have been suggested to integrate 
out the random effects to compute the marginal likelihood are discussed below. 
4.1.1 Numerical integration 
One way to compute the likelihood function is to use a numerical integration tech­
nique (e.g., Simpson's rule, which is discussed in Section 2.2.1) to integrate out the 
random effects. However, for even moderately large problems (e.g., for large data sets or 
high-dimensional random effects), this becomes too time-consuming to implement and 
hence is of limited use. 
4.1.2 Laplace approximation 
A number of authors, e.g., Wolfinger and O'Connell (1993) and Breslow and Clayton 
(1993) use Laplace approximation (Section 2.2.2) to integrate out the random effect(s) 
to obtain the generalized linear mixed model likelihood. This method is easy to imple­
ment even for large problems, but may give unsatisfactory results in certain situations. 
For example, Booth and Hobert (1999) comment that maximum likelihood estimates 
obtained using the Laplace approximation to the likelihood have some unsatisfactory 
properties; in particular, they are known to be inconsistent under standard (small do­
main) asymptotic assumptions and the size of the asymptotic bias can be substantial if 
the variance components are not small. 
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4.1.3 Importance sampling 
Geyer and Thompson (1992) and Gelfand and Carlin (1993) suggest the use of impor­
tance sampling (Section 2.2.4) to estimate the value of the likelihood function. Starting 
from (4.2), for an importance sampling distribution h(b), L(a,9\y) can be expressed as 
(27r)-f|B(fl)|"1/2^|np(t/i|a,6)|exp^ - bD ^ b ^ jdb  
=  (27r)-f|D(fl)rl/2^^y|np(y,|a,6)|exp^ - 6 °  0 ^ b ^h (b )db  
where b^k\ k = 1,2,... N, is a sample selected from the importance sampling distribution 
h(b ) .  
As was discussed in Section 2.2.4, the choice of the importance sampling density is 
an important issue in approximating an integral using importance sampling approach. 
Theoretically, for the integral to be estimated precisely, h(b), the importance sampling 
density, should be of similar shape as and should have heavier tails than the product 
{nr. ,  p(;; ,Kt)}«cp(  -  fro'Vi 6 ) .  
For high-dimensional 6 (e.g., for the spatial Markov random field models that we will 
use in Chapter 6), the choice of the importance sampling density poses a challenge to 
s t a t i s t i c i ans .  S ince  we  wan t  h(b )  t o  be  o f  s imi l a r  shape  a s  t he  pos t e r io r  d i s t r i bu t ion  o f  b  
g iven  y ,  a  and  0 ,  we  f ind  u s ing  a  sample  gene ra t ed  f rom the  pos t e r io r  d i s t r i bu t ion  o f  b  
given y, a and 6 a very useful method for determining an importance sampling density. 
To generate the sample, we fix the values of a and 0 at the point for which the likelihood 
is required and then use a MCMC algorithm (Section 2.3) to generate a sample from the 
posterior distribution of 6 given y, a and 0. After making sure of the convergence of the 
chain, we compute the sample mean and sample variance of a posterior sample with large 
sample size. We use a density with the same first two moments as the posterior sample 
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as h(b) .  We find that this importance sampling density helps to estimate L(a ,9 \y)  with 
reasonable precision for large enough size of the importance sample . 
4.2 Computation of posterior mode 
Several methods for approximating the Bayes factor require an estimate of the mode 
of the posterior distribution. In this section, we address this topic and the related topic 
of finding maximum likelihood estimates for generalized linear mixed models. Note 
that while one needs to maximize p(y\at,9) over all possible values of a and 9 to get 
the maximum likelihood estimates, the computation of the posterior mode requires the 
maximization of Qr equivalently that of p(y\a,9)p(ac, 9) over all possible 
values of a and 9.  
Because of the need to integrate out the random effect terms to obtain the marginal 
likelihood function, computation of the posterior modes or maximum likelihood esti­
mates (both MMLE and REML) for generalized linear mixed models is not straightfor­
ward. Some appproaches that can be used to obtain the posterior mode or the maximum 
likelihood estimate are discussed below. One point to note is that all of the following 
approaches can be used to obtain either the posterior mode, the MMLE's or the REML's. 
4.2.1 Newton-Raphson algorithm 
If the marginal likelihood function can be easily computed, one can use traditional 
optimization techniques, e.g., the Newton-Raphson method (Section 2.1.1) to compute 
the posterior mode (or the maximum likelihood estimate) of a and 9. However, this 
method is of limited use for large problems. If one uses an accurate technique like 
numerical integration (Section 4.1.1) or importance sampling (Section 4.1.3) to compute 
the marginal likelihood for a large problem, the likelihood computation becomes too 
intensive and the Newton-Raphson algorithm becomes very time-consuming. On the 
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other hand, use of a simple approximation like the Laplace approximation to compute the 
marginal likelihood (Section 4.1.2) may result in estimates with unsatisfactory properties 
(Booth h Hobert, 1999); specifically, one may have inconsistent estimates using this 
method. 
4.2.2 EM algorithm 
For the generalized linear mixed models, the random effects can be viewed as missing 
data and the EM algorithm applied to obtain posterior modes (or maximum likelihood 
estimates). Here, we talk about the computation of the posterior mode. 
For generalized linear mixed models, the M-step is usually relatively simple, but the 
E-step causes problems (McCulloch, 1997) since the expectation cannot be computed 
analytically — one has to depend on approximation or simulation to perform the step. 
Following the discussion of the EM algorithm in Section 2.1.2 and the notations 
for generalized linear mixed models from Section 3.1, the (t + l)-th E-step requires 
computation of 
Q(a,9|a('),gO) = E[log{p(yMa,0)p(^0)}\y,a^\0% (4.3) 
where the expectation has to be taken with respect to In the corre­
sponding M-step, Q(a,#!<%('),#(')), computed in the E-step, is maximized with respect 
to (a,0) to obtain (a't+l), 0't+l)). Now, 
p{y ,b \a ,0 )  =  p(y \a ,b )p (b \0 )  
a p(»|a1t)|D(»)r"J«p{ - lô'Zr'Wfc} 
Looking at formula (4.3) and the above, the M-step then amounts to obtaining 
(a(É+l) 0C+1)) by maximizing the expectation of 
•2 log[p (y \a ,b ) } - log \D(0 ) \ -b 'D- l (0 )b  +  2 log[p{a ,0 ) }  (4.4) 
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with respect to (at, 0), where the expectation has to be taken with respect to the density 
p(%,O£(t),0(t)). 
From the above discussion, it is clear that the E-step is not easy since p(b \ y ,  o t ^K  0 ^ )  
is almost never a known density and the expectation with respect to it can not be 
computed analytically. Once the E-step is done, the M-step consists in maximizing 
the expectation of (4.4) over the (relatively) low-dimensional parameter space (at,#). 
This is straightforward using an optimization method like the Newton-Raphson method. 
Different approaches have been suggested to approximate the expectation in the E-step 
of the EM algorithm when it cannot be computed analytically. They are described 
below. 
For computing maximum likelihood estimates for generalized linear mixed models, 
the  p rocedure  i s  a lmos t  i den t i ca l  t o  t he  above  excep t  t ha t  t he  p r io r  d i s t r i bu t ion  p(a ,8 )  
is omitted. In the (t + 1 )-th E-step, one has to compute 
where the expectation has to be taken with respect to p(6|y;a''',0^). In the corre-
spending M-step, one has to maximize the expectation computed in the E-step. From 
the discussion above, it is easy to see that the M-step then requires maximizing the 
expectation of 
2 log{p (y \a ,b ) } - log \D(6 ) \ -b 'D- l (6 )b ,  
with respect to (a, 9), where the expectation has to be taken with respect top(b|y; ot^, 
4.2.2.1 Approximate EM algorithm 
Stiratelli et. al. (1984) suggest an approximate EM algorithm to compute the re­
stricted maximum likelihood estimate of the variance parameters of generalized linear 
models with random effects. We adapt their method to compute the joint posterior mode 
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(and maximum likelihood estimates) for these models. In this method, in the E-step, the 
expectation in the right hand side of (4.3) is computed using a normal approximation 
for p(6|y,a^,0^) centered at its mode. We can write p(fc|y, a^\0^) as 
p(6|y,a(O,0(i)) oc p(y|a(O,6).p(6|0(t)) 
and maximize the logarithm of the right hand side of the above equation with respect to 
b  us ing  t he  Newton-Raphson  a lgo r i t hm.  The  vec to r  b  maximiz ing  l og{p (b \ y ,  a ' 1 ' ,  0^ ' )  }  
is taken as the mean of the normal approximation. The inverse of the negative Hessian 
matrix of /og|p^fc|y,a(t',0^'j| computed at 6 (which can be obtained without much 
extra effort from the last iteration of the Newton-Raphson algorithm) is taken as the 
variance of the normal distribution. 
4.2.2.2 Stochastic EM methods 
A superior alternative to the approximate EM algorithm is to implement the EM 
algorithm for the generalized linear mixed models using simulation of some kind to 
complete the E-step. 
MCEM algorithm by Wei and Tanner: Wei and Tanner (1990) suggest replac­
ing the expectation in (4.3) with a Monte Carlo approximation. The expectation has to 
be taken with respect to p(b\y, <*('', 0^'). So if a random sample 6,1,6, 2, • • • 1 bt<m from 
p(b\y,a^\0^ can be produced, a Monte Carlo approximation of Q(a,0|a'f',0^) is 
available as: 
Qm(a,0|a(£),0(t)) = — 53/og{p(y,6u|a,0)p(a,0)}. 
m 1=1 
Using Q m  in place of Q  in every E-step gives the Monte Carlo EM algorithm. The 
Monte Carlo EM algorithm converges to the maximum likelihood estimate under suitable 
regularity conditions (see, for example. Chan and Ledolter (1995)). 
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McCulloch (1994, 1997) uses a Markov chain to generate the required sample. His 
approach is known as the Markov chain Monte Carlo EM (MCMCEM) method. In the 
E-step of the (i+l)-th iteration in his method, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (Section 2.3) 
algorithm is used to generate a random sample from p^6|y, a^,0^). Specifically, he 
uses a Gibbs sampler in McCulloch (1994) for a binomial-probit model and Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm in McCulloch (1997) for the general case. After drawing the sample, 
one replaces the integral in (4.3) by a Monte Carlo sum over the sampled values. 
Along the same line, Booth and Robert (1999) propose an approach which uses 
simulated random samples from p{b\y, 0^'), generated via rejection sampling, using 
the prior distribution of b (which, as we mentioned in Section 2.1, is a normal distribution 
most of the time) as the candidate distribution. 
Importance sampling EM approach: Booth and Hobert (1999) suggest using 
an importance sampling approximation (Section 2.2.4) of the expectation in (4.3). Sup­
pose one draws a random sample ... ,bt>m from an importance sampling density 
p"(6), which has the same support as p(b\y, 0(t|). Then the importance sampling 
Monte Carlo estimate of Q(a,0|aW,0^) is given by 
<9m(a,0|a(t,,0(t)) = — ^tvu/ogr{p(y,6u|a,0)p(a,0)}, (4.5) 
m  ( = i  
where the importance weights wt/s are obtained by 
w, j  =  p(b l ,  Is, a,",#(")/p-(6-,). (4.6) 
Since p(6|y,a^,0^) involves an unknown normalizing constant, so do the importance 
weights. But since the unknown normalizing constants depend on the known value 
(<%('),0^)) and not on (a,0), they do not affect the M-step and hence are irrelevant. 
One important aspect here is the choice of the importance sampling density p"(.). 
Booth and Hobert (1999) propose a multivariate t importance density whose mean 
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and variance are the same as the mode and curvature of p(6|y, a^,0^'). Suppose 
p(6|y, a^, 0^) = ce'^, supressing the dependence of 1(b) on y, and 6^, where c 
is the normalizing constant. Let fll\b) denote the vector of first derivatives of 1(b) and 
l^(b) the second derivative matrix. Suppose further that 6 maximizes 1(b) satisfying 
the equation 
l { l ) (b )  = 0. 
Then the approximation of the mean and variance for the multivariate t importance 
density are b and [—^2'(6)]~l respectively. 
An approximate estimate of the variance of the estimated M LE can be obtained ac­
cording to the suggestion of Booth and Hobert as the inverse of the observed information 
matrix I where, 
I = -Q ( 2 ) (a ,  0|a(t), S { t ) )  - var  ^  Q ^og (p{y ,b \a ,0 )p (a ,  0))|y, (à, 0) M L E  
where 
, (4.7) 
An approximation of the first term above is supplied by Q$ from the final iteration 
of the EM algorithm and a Monte Carlo estimate of the second term can be con­
structed by using the simulations from the last iteration. We use the sample values 
^T,n ^r,2i • • • ' ^ T,m where the T-th iteration is the last iteration. Then we compute 
g^ 5 y / o5^p (y , f c^ i l | a ,S )p (a ,9 ) j  y , ( a ,d ) x f L E , i  =  1 ,2 ,  •  •  •  m .  The  va r i ance  o f  t he se  m 
quantities gives us an estimate of the second term in (4.7). 
4.3 Approximating the marginal density p(y \M)  under a model 
The Bayes factor for comparing two models is the ratio of the marginal densities 
under the two models, where, we repeat that the marginal density p(y|iV/) under a 
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model M is given by 
p{y \M)  =  J  p{y \u ,  ,  
where the vector of all parameters (i.e., the combination of the fixed effects parameters 
and the variance parameters for a generalized linear mixed model) in a model is now 
denoted as w. For generalized linear mixed models, the marginal densities cannot be 
computed analytically for either the model M\ with unrestricted variance components 
or for the model A/0 with variance component(s) set to zero. We review a number of 
approaches for approximating marginal densities that have been applied in other models 
and then explore their use for generalized linear mixed models. 
The approaches considered here are : 
• Laplace approximation 
• Importance sampling 
• Harmonic estimator 
• Bridge sampling 
• Chib's method 
4.3.1 Laplace approximation 
The Laplace approximation (Section 2.2.2) of the marginal density under a model 
is obtained by approximating the product of the likelihood function and the prior dis­
tribution, i.e., p(y\u, A/)p(u>|M), by a normal distribution. The mean w of the normal 
distribution is taken as the mode of p(y |u>, M)p(w|M), i.e., the posterior mode, and the 
variance S is taken as the inverse of the negative Hessian matrix of the log-posterior 
evaluated at u>. The Laplace approximation formula is: 
p{y \ M )  % (2ff)rf/2|S|ïp(y|Û7. M)P(ÙJ\M),  
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where d is the dimension of w. The relative error of the approximation is 0(£), where 
n is the original sample size. However, there may be problems with this approximation 
if the posterior mode is on the boundary of the parameter space. This may occur in 
a generalized linear mixed model where the posterior mode for one or more variance 
components may be zero, especially if the null model is true. A modification of the 
Laplace approximation to accomodate the boundary case for linear models is suggested 
by Pauler et. al. (1999). It relies on being able to analytically integrate out the random 
effects and thereby create an extended parameter space for the variance components. 
This is not possible in general for generalized linear mixed models. 
We try a little variation of the Laplace approximation to tackle the boundary-value 
problem. We approximate the product p(y |u/, M)p(u\M) by a normal distribution whose 
mean is not the mode of p(y|u>, A/)p(u>|M), but a point w close to the mode and whose 
variance S is the inverse of the negative Hessian matrix of the log-posterior evaluated 
at w. Repeating the argument that yields the Laplace approximation (i.e., expanding 
the logarithm of the integrand in a Taylor series around S and then integrate) yields 
p(y \M)  % (2?r)^|È|&p(y|w, M)p(w|Af)exp{<f'È<f}, (4.8) 
where S  is the vector of the first derivatives of the log-posterior evaluated at w and one 
has to make sure that E is positive definite. The approximation (4.8) has the potential 
to be useful for two reasons. First, the posterior mode is usually difficult to obtain while 
the posterior mean is much easier to compute and (4.8) can theoretically be used at 
the posterior mean to get an approximation of the marginal density under the model. 
Second, if the posterior mode is on the boundary of the parameter space, the Laplace 
approximation gives problems (as discussed above) — but, we can theoretically apply 
(4.8) at a point close to the posterior mode after making sure that 2 is positive definite 
at that point. However, from an application point of view, (4.8) is found to be of limited 
use as we will see in Chapter 6. 
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4.3.2 Importance sampling 
As p(y \M)  is an integral, numerical approaches for evaluating integrals can be used. 
This includes quadrature for moderate-sized and small problems and importance sam­
pling. 
From our discussion of importance sampling in Section 2.2.4, we see that if we have 
a sample w,, z = 1,2,... , iV from an importance sampling distribution Q with corre­
sponding density function q, we can approximate the marginal density of the data under 
model M as 
As discussed in Section 2.2.4, a practical problem is finding a Q such that p(y \M)  is 
well estimated. 
Since one has to draw a random sample of size N from Q, a popular choice for Q 
is the normal distribution (see, e.g., DiCiccio et. al., 1997) with a suitable mean and 
variance, e.g., mean as the mode of p(y|w, M)p(u\M) and the variance matrix as the 
inverse of the negative Hessian matrix of the logarithm of p(y|u>, M)p(w\M) calculated 
at its mode. 
In our work, the importance sampling distribution Q is taken to be a t  distribution 
with mean as the mode of p(y\u, M)p(u\M) and the variance matrix as the inverse 
of the negative Hessian matrix of the logarithm of p(y|w, M)p(u\M) calculated at its 
mode. For generalized linear mixed models, as w contains the variance parameters as 
well, p(y|u>, M)p(u>\M) may be skewed and we find that the t distribution does a better 
job (than the normal distribution) of approximating it and more importantly ensures 
tha t  i t  ha s  t a i l s  a s  heavy  a s  p(y | u> ,  M)p(u>\M) .  
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4.3.3 Harmonic estimator 
The harmonic estimator is developed by Newton and Raftery (1994) from the fol­
lowing identity which holds for any density function h: 
M»l  M)]"  =  j - r - l W M^ p(y \M)  
- /*MH»'*"»-' 
So, if we have a sample tVj,i = 1,2,... ,N from the posterior distribution under 
model M, we can approximate the marginal density as 
P(S|M)«{^|p($|ui^(Ui|M)} • (4.9) 
The harmonic estimator of the marginal density is then obtained by choosing h(uj) = 
p(u\M), yielding the formula: 
-l 
This method is simulation-consistent, i.e., the estimated marginal density converges 
almost surely to the true marginal as N -> oo. However, the estimate is not stable — 
the estimate of \p{y\M)]~l does not have finite variance. If there is a value of u> for 
which the likelihood is small, the estimate is hugely affected by that single value. But 
this estimate is very easy to calculate and researchers have found this method to give at 
least a rough idea about the true value of the Bayes factor. 
To counter the problem of instability of the harmonic estimator, Gelfand and Dey 
(1994) suggest the use of (4.9) to estimatep(y\M). It is an unbiased and consistent esti­
mate of the marginal density and satisfies a Gaussian central limit theorem if the tails of 
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h( . )  are thin enough. The closer is the shape of h( . )  to the shape of p(y|w,, M)p(u;,|M), 
the better is the approximation. If w has high dimension, it may be difficult to find a 
proper h(.). 
Satagopan et. al. (2000) suggest a stabilized form of the harmonic estimator that 
approximates the marginal density as 
-1 
for a sample u= 1,2,... , iV from the posterior distribution under model M and a 
function g{.) where g(u) must reduce the parameter space as much as possible while not 
making the calculation of p(y\g{v), M) too difficult. 
4.3.4 Bridge sampling 
Meng and Wong (1993) take the importance sampling idea one step further to suggest 
the bridge sampling method to approximate the marginal density. In this method, we 
again start with an identity: 
f p ( y \u> ,  M)p{u \M) i (u )q{u )du  
P[Vl 
' ;?(wb(w)p(w|y,MXw 
for a function 7 and a density q .  Then if we have a sample w,, z = 1,2,... , / from the 
posterior distribution as well as a sample tv;,j = 1,2,... ,J from q, the Meng-Wong 
bridge estimator of p{y\M) is 
7 £/=i P(y \* j '  M)p (û j I M)i (ù j  )  
7 EL Çf(«.)7("i) p{y \M)  „ /  
Meng and Wong show that the optimal choice of 7 for a given q  is proportional to 
{np(y\u, M)p(u\M)/p(y\M) + /Vq(tv)}-1, which requires knowing p(y\M). They dis­
cuss iterative methods for selecting 7.  
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4.3.5 Chib's method 
A useful approach for estimating the marginal density is developed by Chib (1995) 
from the identity 
i>'« - ""ay • »"> 
Note that the left hand side does not depend on w — so the equality must hold for 
every value of u>. We can thus find p(y\M) by evaluating the right hand side at any one 
particular choice of say tv*. Of the three terms on the right hand side, the likelihood 
function p(y|u;, M) and the prior distribution p(u\M) can be computed at a fixed w = 
(Vs without much difficulty. The computation of the third term, the posterior ordinate 
at « = w", is not trivial. One can obtain a sample from the posterior distribution 
(perhaps using a MCMC algorithm as in Section 2.3) and then use, for example, kernel 
density approximation to estimate the posterior ordinate. Kernel density approximations 
become unreliable in high dimensions, however. Chib gives more efficient algorithms to 
estimate the posterior ordinate when either Gibbs sampling or Metropolis algorithm is 
used to generate a sample from the posterior distribution. 
4.3.5.1 Estimating the posterior from Gibbs sampling output 
Chib (1995) suggests an algorithm using Gibbs sampler output to estimate the poste­
rior ordinate p(w|y, M) when w can be partitioned into several blocks so that the full con­
ditional for each block is available in closed form. For simplicity, we start by discussing 
the case of two blocks, w = (wi, w?). To run a Gibbs sampler, one has to iteratively gen­
e ra t e  w i  and  u> 2  f rom the  cond i t i ona l  d i s t r i bu t ions  p (u? t | u ? 2 ,  y ,  M)  and  p(u>2 \v i ,  y ,  M) ,  
assumed known, respectively. Suppose a sample (wi',w]'), i = 1,2,... yV has been 
drawn from the posterior distribution of w using the Gibbs sampler after making sure 
that the sampler has converged. Note that 
p{u~>Vo ' \ y ,  M)  =  p{u>\ \ y ,  M)p(w2*\ u ' l f y ,  M) -
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The second term in the right side of the above is assumed known. The first term, 
p(u>î|î/, M), can be estimated as 
p(wj|y,iV) = j p {u \ , u }2 \ y ,  M)du 2  
= J p(o>;|u;2,y, A/)p(w2|y,M)</tv2 
/v i=i 
using the Monte Carlo integration idea (Section 2.2.3) since w2', i  = 1,2,... AT is a 
sample from p(w2|y, Af). 
This method generalizes to the case when w consists of higher number of blocks. 
Suppose w can be grouped into B blocks as w = (wi, ... wg). Suppose we know the 
conditional posterior distributions p(ur\y,ui,u2,... wr-i,u;r+i,.. .u/a) exactly for all 
r = 1,2,... B. Suppose we have to compute the posterior density 
p(w"|y) = p(w;,w2",...wg"|y), 
where we drop the model indicator M for convenience. We can write p(u?*|y) as: 
p(u>*|y) = p(w;|y)p(w;|y, w|).. .p(wg|y, ... Wg_ J • (4.11) 
To estimate p(u/*|y), a Gibbs sampler is run initially to obtain a sample ... u/") 
from the posterior distribution of w and the first term in the right side of (4.11) can be 
estimated as: 
pMy) = -f]p(wl|y,w^...w^) 
n  i=i  
using the sample obtained from the initial run. 
A typical term in the right hand side of (4.11) is p(w"|y,w,,Wg,. . . w h i c h  i s  
given by 
J  p(w;|y,wi,.. .. .ws)p(u>r+l,. ..wg|y,w[,.. .w;_i)dwr+i... d u >B -(4.12) 
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To estimate this term, one continues the sampling with the complete conditional densities 
of {u>r, Wr+i,... wg}, but with u>3 = u>*, s = 1,2,... r — 1 in each of these full conditional 
densities. If the draws from the reduced complete conditional Gibbs run are denoted by 
{0^,0/^!,.. .Wg1} then an estimate of (4.12) is 
Also notice that if one wishes to estimate p(u/pW2",.--w.4"lî/h where A <  B ,  then 
the estimate is H^=i p(w"|y, J. This is important because for generalized 
linear mixed models, although we would like to estimate p(v|y), it is usually much 
easier to sample from the posterior distribution p{u,z\y) rather than from p(tu|y), after 
introducing latent data z in the model. For example, we found out in Section 3.2.2 
that it is easier to sample directly from p(a,6,u>|y) for generalized linear mixed models 
rather than directly from p(a,u\y). In that setting, the random effects vector fc plays 
the role of latent data. Then we can treat z as the last block of an appended parameter 
vector (o>, z) and include it in all the reduced runs and in the end estimate p(w|y) as 
4.3.5.2 Estimating the posterior from Metropolis output 
Chib and Jeliazkov (2001) extend the above idea to allow the use of Metropolis-
Hastings output to estimate p(u\y,M). Assume that the parameter vector ut can be 
generated in a single block in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for generating param­
eter values from the posterior distribution. We drop the model indicator M from the 
notation for convenience. Let 
1=1 
Then an estimate of the joint posterior density is []f=i p(tv*|y,u?i,u>5,... 
rir=l  Pi^r lV" !  •  '  •  Wr- l ) '  
(u i , u ' \ y )  = mz'n| l ,  
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where the q(u} ,< j j ' \ y )  denotes the proposal density (candidate generating density) for 
transition from w to which may depend on y. Further, letting 
denote the sub-kernel of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, from the local reversibility 
of the sub-kernel, one can write for any point w* 
Upon integrating both sides of this expression with respect to at, one obtains the result 
that the posterior ordinate at w" is given by 
where E\  is the expectation with respect to the posterior p(o/\ y )  and E 2  is the expec­
tation with respect to the proposal density q(o>*,o;|y). The numerator is estimated by 
averaging the product within the braces with respect to the draws from the posterior 
distribution, while the denominator is estimated by averaging the acceptance probability 
with respect to draws from q(ot*,u;|y), given the fixed value w". The nice thing about 
the calculation is that it does not require knowledge of the normalizing constant for 
When there are two or more blocks, the authors give an extended version of this 
algorithm using multiple MCMC runs, similar to the Chib (1995) approach for the 
Gibbs sampler outlined above. Suppose at can be grouped into B blocks as u/ = 
(wi,w2,... ws). We can write the posterior ordinate p(ot*|y) as: 
f ( u ,u ' \ y )  = a{u ,u ' \ y )q{u ,u ' \ y )  
/(w,w"|y)p(w|y) = p(u ' \ y ) f  {u ; ' ,  u \ y ) .  
= / a(w,w"|y)q(w, w"|y)p(w|y)dw 
f  a (u> ' , u \ y )q (u m , u \ y )dv  
The above can also be written as 
(4.14) 
pMy). 
p(u>*|y) = p(wi|y)p(u»2|y,u>*) .. . p {u ' B \ y , u \ , . .  . u m B - i )  (4.15) 
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and consider the estimation of the reduced ordinate p(u>,r|y, .. .u/'.j). Define 
f t » - 1 =  (u/^u/2,... n»+l =  (w,+i,w, + 2 , . . .  and w = (w(,w_,). Suppose we 
sample from the full conditional density 
p{wi \ y ,u>- i )  oc p(u?)p(y|w),z = 1,2,... B,  
using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with proposal density ç(a>;, fi,+l) 
and probability of move 
Q(w„^|y,a-i,a+i) \ 'p(y|w,,n,_i,n'+^p(w)g(w,,w;|y,n,_i,n'+i)j' 
Again by exploiting the local reversibility of the Metropolis-Hastings step for v, and 
completely analogous arguments to the ones used to prove (4.14), Chib and Jeliazkov 
(2001) derive the result 
, x El{a(u;i,u;*|y,n*_l,n,+l)q(u;i,<|y,^_1,n<+1)} 
E%{a(u. MU^ ) }  ' (416) 
where E\ is the expectation taken with respect to the conditional posterior distribution 
p(w,-,ni+1|y, n,*_t) and £2 is that taken with respect to the conditional product measure 
p(fil+1|y, Çi')q(u>',u>i\y, f2*_v f2'+1). These two integrals can be estimated as before from 
the output of the reduced MCMC runs as follows: 
(i) Set Q,_i = fZ*_t and sample the reduced set of full conditional distributions 
p(wt|y,w_t),6 = i,... ,B via MCMC. Let the generated draws (after making 
su re  o f  conve rgence  o f  t he  cha in )  be  . .  . v^} ,  < 7  =  1 , 2 , . . .  M-
(ii) Include w" in the conditioning set, let fZ* = (fi*_t,u;*) and remove the full condi­
tional distribution of u>, from the collection in Step (i). Then sample the remaining 
distributions p(wt|y,w_t),6 = i + 1,... , B to produce = 
1,2, ...J. At each draw of the sample, also draw from q(u;*,u/, |y, fî,+1,(j)). 
The notation in steps (i) and (ii) is confusing in that the notation is the same except 
fo r  t he  supe r sc r ip t  (g  vs  j ) .  
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(iii) Estimate the reduced ordinate in (4.16) by the ratio of Monte Carlo averages as: 
p(  u* i \y ,u ' v .M' i_ l )  
S"i a(wS",Mrl».Wurg",u.;!»,, 4 1 7 )  
where the average in the denominator may include zeros if there are values 
that lie outside the support of the posterior distribution. 
So an estimate of the joint posterior density at the point w* is obtained as 
a 
r=l 
One important aspect about the algorithm is that the reduced runs are obtained by 
fixing an appropriate set of parameters and continuing the MCMC simulation with a 
smaller set of distributions. Therefore, these runs require little coding beyond what 
is done initially for the sampling of the posterior distribution. Also, observe that the 
sample {w-jlnU-jlj,.. .Wg },j = 1,2,...</, produced in step 2 of the algorithm can be 
used in step 1 of the next reduced run where the ordinate p(w*+l|y,u»[,u;2,.. .u>") is 
estimated. 
One can take care of latent data z  here using the same approach discussed in Sec­
tion 4.3.5.1, that is, by treating the latent data as an additional block in an appended 
parameter vector. 
4.3.5.3 Estimating the posterior where both Metropolis and Gibbs 
are used 
Sometimes, it is convenient to sample from a posterior distribution using a Gibbs 
sampler with Metropolis-Hastings steps used for some conditional distributions. In that 
case, one may use ideas from both of the Sections 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.5.2 to estimate the 
posterior ordinate p(u>'\y). Assuming that v = (wtl w2, • ..wg), one has to use a series 
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of reduced runs (as in Sections 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.5.2) and depending on whether one uses 
a Gibbs step or a Metropolis step to generate w,|y, w_,-, one may use formula (4.13) or 
(4.17)  to  est imate  p(w' \y ,u; \ ,u>l , . .  .w ' .J .  
4.3.5.4 Choice of v* in Chib's method 
The identity (4.10) is true for any choice u> = u>*. However, for efficiency of esti­
mation, <vs is generally taken to be a high density point in the support of the posterior 
distribution. The most popular choice of w" is the posterior mean since it is easily iden­
tified from the posterior draws. Sometimes, if the posterior distribution is skewed, the 
posterior mode may be a better choice than the posterior mean. For generalized linear 
mixed models, the posterior distribution of the variance parameters are mostly skewed 
— hence the posterior mode will be a better choice of uThe posterior mode can be 
found using methods of Section 4.2. Note that the posterior mode is likely to produce 
a better estimate of the marginal density under a generalized linear mixed model, but 
requires additional computation. 
4.3.5.5 Chib's method for generalized linear mixed models 
Here we discuss a number of points that pertain to the use of Chib's methods for 
generalized linear mixed models. 
As has been mentioned in Sections 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.5.2, when applying the Chib's 
method to generalized linear mixed models, the random effects are usually treated as 
latent data. 
A key to using the Chib's method is doing efficient blocking. The choice of blocks of u> 
should depend on the model at hand. However, for most of the generalized linear mixed 
models, partitioning w into two blocks is the most efficient way — one block containing 
the fixed effects parameters and the other containing the variance parameters. 
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For some of the generalized linear mixed models (as in our first example in Chapter 
5), Gibbs sampling can be used to generate from the posterior distribution and therefore 
one can use the techniques discussed in Section 4.3.5.1. However, in most of the practical 
applications, because of the form of the likelihood function of the data, the conditional 
densities of some of the parameter blocks are usually of unknown form (irrespective of 
the prior distributions used) for generalized linear mixed models. Hence one has to use 
Metropolis steps to generate those. Our discussion in Section 4.3.5.3 becomes useful 
in that context. Usually, the variance parameters for these models have conditional 
densities of known form with conjugate prior distributions while generating the fixed 
effects and the random effects require the use of Metropolis steps. 
Definition of u in the computation of marginal density under a gener­
alized linear mixed model: In all the above methods for computing the marginal 
density under a generalized linear mixed model, one needs to compute the marginal 
likelihood p(y\ui,M) (discussed in Section 4.1) for one or more values of w. If the ac­
curate computation of p(y|w, A/), which involves integrating out the random effects, is 
time-consuming, some of the methods (especially those requiring more than one marginal 
likelihood computation) become impractical. This is frequently the case with generalized 
linear mixed models. There is one way to get around this problem however. 
We can write the marginal density p(y)  (we drop the model indicator for simplicity) 
under a generalized linear mixed model as : 
Hence, rather than using u> = (a,0) and (4.18) along with using a time-consuming 
method to compute the marginal likelihood p(y\a,9), it is often simpler and time-
saving to include the random effects in w along with the fixed effects parameters and 
P ( y )  =  J  J  p{y\a,d)p{a,9)dad6 
=  I  /  I  P^ y \ a ib)p{b\0)p{a,0)dbdad9 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
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the variance parameters, i.e., to take w = (6, a,  9) .  The big advantage of this definition 
of o> is that the computation of the likelihood function 
p{y |u>) = p{y\a,b,9)  = p{y\a,b)p(b\9)  
becomes very easy. However, as a price to pay, the dimension of the parameter space 
then increases from the case when u> = (a, 9) by the number of components in b and 
that number may be high even for simple generalized linear mixed models. Because 
of the 'curse of dimensionality' introduced artificially, the different methods then need 
careful handling and one usually requires a large number of simulations to achieve any 
desired level of accuracy. Suppose we include the random effects as well in w before 
applying the importance sampling method (Section 4.3.2) to compute p{y). In that 
case, finding a proper importance sampling density Q on u for the importance sampling 
becomes a difficult task because of the high dimensionality of w and one needs a large 
importance sample size to compute p(y) with any desired level of accuracy. 
Transformation of the variance parameters: Some of the methods discussed 
above require the approximation of the posterior distribution by a symmetric distribu­
tion. For example, in the Laplace approximation (Section 4.3.1), one approximates the 
posterior distribution by a normal distribution while in the importance sampling method 
(Section 4.3.2), the importance density (that is supposed to be of similar shape to the 
posterior distribution) is usually taken as a normal or a t-distribution. In those cases, 
working with a transformation of the variance component (e.g., the logarithmic trans­
formation) is found to be very useful because the transformation makes the posterior 
distribution closer to a symmetric distribution and more accurate results are obtained. 
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4.4 Approximating the Bayes factor 
The key contribution of our work is to bring the computational approaches we have 
discussed so far to bear on the problem of approximating the Bayes factor to test for 
the variance components for generalized linear mixed models and demonstrate with two 
examples (Chapters 5 and 6). As defined in the previous chapter, the Bayes factor 
for comparing two models is the ratio of the marginal densities under the two mod­
els. For generalized linear mixed models, the marginal densities cannot be computed 
analytically for either the model with unrestricted variance components (Mi) or that 
with variance component(s) set to zero (Mo). Different approaches have been suggested 
for approximating the Bayes factor. We review a number of approaches for computing 
Bayes factor estimates that have been applied in other models and then explore their 
use for generalized linear mixed models in this and the subsequent chapters. 
4.4.1 Approximating the marginal densities separately 
One can separately approximate the marginal densities under the two models being 
compared using any approach discussed in Section 4.3 and then compute their ratio to 
get the Bayes factor estimate. If there are a number of models being compared, this 
approach will require the approximation of the marginal density under all the competing 
models and comparing their ratios for every possible pair of models; hence this approach 
may become cumbersome if there are too many models under consideration. Regarding 
coding efforts, once a program has been written to approximate the marginal density 
under the full model (with all the possible variance components), the program can be 
changed slightly to get a program for any reduced model. 
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4.4.2 Verdinelli-Wasserman method 
Verdinelli and Wasserman (1995) suggest a method for computing Bayes factor esti­
mates which is appropriate for comparing nested models and does not require approx­
imation of the marginal densities for the two models separately. Let w = (S', ip')' be 
the parameter vector, Mo be the null model with the restriction S = So and Mi be the 
unrestricted (alternative) model. Further suppose that po(V') is the prior distribution of 
ij) under the null model and p(iff,S) is the joint prior distribution of xj) and S under the 
unrestricted model. Then, the Bayes factor BF01 for comparing the null model against 
the alternative model can be found as: 
BFoi _ p(yjMb) 
p(y \Mi]  
=  I  MMr) r i y l s° '* ) M* ) d ' 1 '  
p (y \Mi )  
lp{ ip ,S 0 ) \ '  
where the expectation is taken with respect to p( i j ) \So ,y )  and 
p(%) = J p(S,tp\y)dip. 
If p('0|<$o) = Po{fp)i then the Bayes factor can be found as the ratio 
roi _ P( So\y)  
eFui = (4.20) 
P(»o) 
which is known as Savage's density ratio. 
In our case, S is the whole or part of the vector of the variance components and So 
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is usually 0. Also, since it is common to assume apriori independence of the variance 
components and the regression parameters for most generalized linear mixed model 
applications, we can often use (4.20), which is much simpler. 
The estimation of Savage's density ratio involves the estimation of p(<$o|y), the es­
timated posterior density p(£|y) at S = £q- This can be done using a sample from the 
posterior distribution of w. One looks at the sampled S only and can use kernel density 
es t ima t ion  t echn iques  t o  e s t ima te  p(S 0 \ y ) .  
When the dimension of S  is small, this method is accurate and very easy to im­
plement. However, for high dimensional Ô, kernel density estimation gives unreliable 
results and hence the estimated Bayes factor becomes quite unreliable and depends a 
lot on nuisance parameters like bandwidth for the kernel density estimation. 
One requirement in order to use this formula for generalized linear mixed models is 
that since the computation of the Bayes factor involves p(So), if So = 0, we have to use a 
prior distribution which is non-zero and has a finite value at the point 0 for the variance 
components we are testing. 
4.4.3 Reversible jump MCMC 
A very different approach for computing Bayes factor estimates requires construct­
ing an "extended" model in which the model index is a parameter as well. A typical 
point in the parameter space of this "extended" model is (j, u>j), where j is the model 
index and o/j is the n_,-dimensional parameter vector for model j, j = 1,2,... J. The 
reversible jump MCMC method suggested by Green (1995) can be used to sample from 
the expanded posterior distribution. This method generates a Markov chain that can 
jump between models with parameter spaces of different dimensions. Let nj be the prior 
probability on model j, j = 1,2,... J. Then the steps in the reversible jump algorithm 
are as follows: 
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1. Let the current state of the chain be 
2. In an attempt to jump to another model, propose a new model j '  with probability 
h(j,j'), where h(j,j') is a probability mass function, i.e., 53/ Hhf) = 1- It 
is common to assume the h(j,j'Ys to be equal for all f, which means that the 
algorithm is likely to jump from one particular model to any other model with 
equal chance. However, one can include any prior belief about the models in 
setting the h(j,j'ys. Note here that the proposed model j' may be the same as 
t h e  c u r r e n t  m o d e l  j .  
3. a. If j '  = j, then perform an MCMC iteration (Gibbs or Metropolis) for the 
parameter w_, of model j .  Go to step 1. 
b. If j '  ^  j ,  then Uj and ufj may have different dimensions and worse, they 
may have components which are not related in any way. The solution is to 
do 'dimension-matching' — generate an auxiliary random variable u from 
a proposal density q(u\u>],j,j') and set (u>ji, u') = where fir is a 
one-to-one onto deterministic function. This takes care of the "dimension-
matching" across models because one takes n,+dim(u) = nj/+dim(u'). The 
choice of q(u\u>j, j, /), g, u and u' depends on the problem at hand. 
4. Accept the move from j  to f  with probability 
min 
f p (y \u j , ,  M = j ' )p{uj>\M = /)7Tj ,&(; ' ,  j )<?(u' lWy, f ,  j )  dg{uj ,u)  1 
1 = j)p{vj\M = j)nih{j,j')q(u\uj,j,j') ' d{uj,u) J 
It can be proved that if the above Markov chain has run long enough, Nj ,  the number 
of times the Markov chain reaches a particular model j, is approximately proportional 
to the posterior probability of the model, i.e., 
p{Mj\y)  ^  Nj_ 
P{M]\y)  ~  :Vj-* 
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Hence, once a sequence of simulations from the posterior distribution is generated, the 
Bayes factor for comparing model j to model/, BF= p(M'jy | / pj^'j iIS approximated 
as 
B F
" *  # /£  
where Nj  is the number of iterations of the Markov chain in model j .  
If the marginal density of the data is very low under any model compared to the 
others, one may obtain Nj = 0 for that model making it impossible to compare that 
model with any other model under consideration. To prevent this from happening, that 
par t icular  model  may be  ass igned a  very  high TT ,  SO tha t  one may obta in  a  posi t ive  Nj  
for that model (see, for example, Han and Carlin, 2000). 
4.4.3.1 A simple example showing the steps of a reversible jump 
MCMC algorithm 
Consider a generalized linear mixed model with one variance component. Let 0 
denotes the model without the variance component and 1 denote the model with the 
variance component. Then u>0 is the vector of fixed effects while u>i contains the fixed 
effects and the variance component. The steps for running a reversible jump MCMC 
algorithm in this setting may be as follows : 
1. Pick a current model, e.g., model 0. 
2. Propose another model with probability /i(0,/), where, we assume that h{0,0) = 
h(0,1) = 0.5. So we toss an unbiased coin and pick model 0 as the proposed model 
if head appears and pick model 1 otherwise. Assume that the proposed model is 
model 1. 
3. The dimensions of u>o and (Vt are different — so one has to do dimension-matching 
here. Suppose we choose q(u|wo, 0,1) to be an inverse gamma density with suitable 
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parameters and define u>i = (u>o,  u) ,  i.e., u'  is taken to be a null vector and g is 
taken as the identity function. The quantity u plays the role of the variance 
component for model 1. 
4. We assume h (  1,0) = A(l, 1) = 0.5. Also suppose tt0 = 7rt = 0.5. Then one accepts 
the proposed move from 0 to 1 with probability 
.  f p(y\ui ,M = l)p(o/i|A/ = 1)tiA(1,0) 1 
mm \ 1 p(y|tvo, M = 0)p(u>o|M = 0)7ro/i(0, l)g(u|wo,0,1) J 
4.5 Sensitivity to the prior distribution of the parameters 
Bayes factors are criticized a lot because they may be highly sensitive to the prior 
distributions used for the parameters in the two models being compared. We saw towards 
the end of the previous chapter that the computation of Bayes factor requires that one 
has proper prior distributions for the parameters regarding which one is testing any 
hypothesis. Even the use of a proper prior distribution for those parameters is not 
enough because changing the prior distribution may cause the Bayes factor to change a 
lot. Hence, one has to be very careful about the choice of the prior distributions for the 
parameters. This may require some in-depth study and discussion with the experts in 
the field about the problem at hand to find out the right prior information and then to 
translate it to a prior distribution for the parameters. 
Since we are interested in testing for the variance components only, the fixed effects 
vector a in the model is a nuisance parameter and the prior distribution on a has little 
effect on the Bayes factor for testing for the variance component (see, e.g., Kass and 
Raftery, 1995). But the prior distribution(s) on the variance component(s) may have 
significant effect on the Bayes factor of our interest and one has to check how they might 
affect the Bayes factor. 
We develop an approach for studying the sensitivity of the Bayes factor (for variance 
component testing in generalized linear mixed models) to the prior distribution for the 
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variance parameters. For simplicity, we describe the approach here in the context of 
studying the sensitivity of the Bayes factor comparing the full generalized linear mixed 
model (with fixed effects a. and variance parameters 9) against the reduced model ob­
tained by restricting 9 = 0 (i.e., the corresponding generalized linear model with fixed 
effects vector a). The approach can be easily generalized to the situation where the 
reduced model is obtained by restricting only a part of 9 to a constant. 
Let's define 
n ru> IafbP(y \a'b)P(b\d)P(a)dbdo1 (A 
6  f ap(y\a,b = 0)p(a)dct  '  1  " '  
Then BFg° is the Bayes factor comparing the model 1 with the variance components 
fixed at a particular value 9 against the model 0 with no variance component. Note that 
the computation of BFQ° does not require a prior distribution on 9. However, BFg° 
can be interpreted as the Bayes factor in favor of the alternative model against the null 
model using a point mass prior with all its mass at 9. Also, note that the numerator in 
(4.21) is the restricted likelihood at 9 under the alternative model if one assumes p(a) to 
be flat; also it will be very close to the restricted likelihood at 9 for any prior distribution 
on a that is not very sharp if the sample size is even moderately large (because the prior 
distribution on or will then have very little effect on the quantity). Hence, as a function of 
9, BFg° will reach its maximum value near the restricted maximum likelihood estimate 
(detai ls  about  which can be found in  Sect ions 3.2.1.2 and 4.2)  of  9.  
The Bayes factor BF^ for comparing the alternative model (model 1) against the 
null model (model 0), where we assume a prior distribution p(9) on the variance com­
ponents under the alternative model, can then be expressed as 
R F io  le  fa  fbp(y\a,b)p(b\9)p(a)p(9)dbdad9 
p(8) JaP(îfla''> = 0)p(a)da 
f  Ja  fb p{y\<*,b)p{b\9)p{a)dbda 
Je f ap{y\a,b = Q)p(a)da 
= f  BF# 0  P (9)d9.  
J0 
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The Bayes factor that we have focussed on, BF°^, that for comparing the null model 
against the alternative model, then is just the reciprocal 
by examining BFg° as a function of 0. We will talk more about that while discussing 
the examples in Chapters 5 and 6. One important thing to notice from (4.22) is that the 
lowest possible value of BF^ for a data set (which means the most amount of evidence 
against the null hypothesis for the data set) can be obtained by using a prior distribution 
with all its mass at the value of 6 that maximizes BFg°. And as we saw earlier, this 
will usually be close to the REML estimate of 6 under the alternative model. 
(4.22) 
The above identity shows that we can assess the sensitivity of the Bayes factor BF^ 
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5 EXAMPLE: A NATURAL SELECTION STUDY 
In this chapter, we apply the techniques discussed in previous chapters to a general­
ized linear mixed model with a single variance component applied to data from a natural 
selection study. 
5.1 Description of the data set 
A study of survival among turtles provides an example where a generalized linear 
mixed model is appropriate. In the study, 244 turtle eggs of the same age from 31 
clutches (or families) were removed from their nests in a site in Illinois on the bank of 
the Mississippi river and taken to the laboratory where they were incubated and hatched 
(Janzen et. al., 2000). After a few days, the baby turtles were released from the same 
place where the eggs were found to recreate the natural process of emergence of baby 
turtles from their nests. When the turtles were released, they tried to travel downslope 
to the river — but many of them died while trying to do so, the main cause of death 
being the attack of predatory birds. Drift fences were set up at the river to identify the 
turtles that made it to the water — they were marked as 'survived'. Five days after 
their release, turtles not identified as survived were assumed dead. The birth-weight 
of each turtle was collected as a covariate. The scientific objectives are to assess the 
effect of birth-weight on survival and to determine whether there is any clutch effect 
on survival. Figure 5.1 shows a scatter-plot of the birth-weights versus clutch number 
with survival status indicated by the plotting character "0' if the animal survived and 
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Figure 5.1 Scatter plot with the clutches sorted by average birth-weight 
'x' if the animal died. The clutches are numbered according to the increasing order of 
average birth-weight of the turtles in them — e.g., clutch 1 is the one with the smallest 
average birth-weight among all 31 clutches. The plot suggests that the heaviest turtles 
tend to survive and the lightest ones tend to die. It also suggests some variability in 
survival rates across clutches. For example, in clutch 4 (with average birth-weight 5.41), 
only 2 turtles out of 12 survived while in clutch 26 (with average birth-weight 7.50), 9 
turtles out of 11 survived. Table 5.1 gives the average birth-weights, total number of 
turtles, the number of turtles survived and the survival percentage for all the clutches 
(which are sorted according to the increasing order of average birth-weight of the turtles 
survived 
Clutch 
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in that clutch). 
Let yij denote the response (survival status with 1 denoting survival) and z,j the 
birth-weight of the j-th turtle in the z'-th clutch, i = 1,2... m = 31, j = l,2,...n,-. The 
model we fit to the data is: 
• ya\Pij ~ Ber(pij), i  = 1,2... m = 31, j  = 1,2,... n,-; 
• pij = <fr(a0 + QiXij + 6j), i  =  1 , 2 . . .  m  =  3 1 ,  j  = 1,2,... n,-; 
• 6,|(t2 ~ N(0,  a 2 ) ,  i  = 1,2,... , m. 
The 6,'s are random effects for clutch (family). Here, the distribution of the clutch effects 
is assumed to be the same for all birth-weights. 
Note that other models are possible, e.g., random slopes in addition to or instead 
of random intercepts. We restrict our attention to this single model to study the issues 
related with evaluating Bayes factor estimates. 
5.2 Estimation 
The parameters of the full model here are the fixed effects vector a and the variance 
parameter a2. The marginal likelihood £(a,cr2|y) of the parameters after integrating 
out the random effects 6,'s is given by: 
where p,-, = $(a0 + aii.j + 6,). 
To compute the marginal likelihood for any (a, <r2), the random effects were inte-
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Table 5.1 The turtle data summarized by the clutches 
Clutch Average Number of Number Survival 
no. birth-weight turtles survived percentage 
1 4.65 3 0 0 
2 4.87 8 1 13 
3 5.12 5 2 40 
4 5.41 12 2 17 
5 5.55 9 3 33 
6 5.58 10 1 10 
7 5.70 2 2 100 
8 5.75 4 1 25 
9 5.76 12 4 33 
10 5.82 11 6 55 
11 5.83 8 2 25 
12 5.85 14 3 21 
13 5.93 8 2 25 
14 6.07 3 0 0 
15 6.20 18 2 11 
16 6.21 3 1 33 
17 6.22 8 2 25 
18 6.32 9 3 33 
19 6.35 6 4 67 
20 6.38 14 4 29 
21 6.50 10 2 20 
22 6.89 2 2 100 
23 7.13 12 5 42 
24 7.28 8 3 38 
25 7.46 1 0 0 
26 7.50 11 9 82 
27 7.51 8 5 63 
28 7.57 7 4 57 
29 7.61 9 6 67 
30 7.67 1 0 0 
31 7.74 8 4 50 
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grated out using Simpson's rule (Section 2.2.1). This is easy since 
L(a,<72|y) = Jb { n n Pu' U -ft,)'-8" ^db 
for pij = $(a0 + ot\Xij + 6,), which means that to compute the marginal likelihood, we 
have to compute a bunch of one-dimensional integrals only (with respect to the 6,'s) and 
Simpson's rule (Section 2.2.1) is quite satisfactory in approximating them. 
5.2.1 Likelihood estimation 
The marginal maximum likelihood estimate is found using the Newton-Raphson al­
gorithm, where, the marginal likelihood L(a,a2\y) for any (ot,<r2) is calculated by nu­
merically integrating out the random effects using Simpson's rule (Section 2.2.1). The 
initial value of at, found by fitting the simple probit regression model (without any ran­
dom effects) to the data, is (-2.82,0.39). Convergence was very quick for any initial value 
of a2 which is positive and less than 0.5. The marginal maximum likelihood estimates 
of the parameters are given in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 The marginal maximum likelihood estimates of the paramaters of 
a probit regression model with a random intercept applied to the 
turtles data set 
parameter estimate sd 
Qo -2.85 0.61 
Qi 0.39 0.09 
a2 0.09 0.08 
5.2.2 Bayesian estimation 
To carry out a Bayesian analysis, we have to choose a prior distribution. Since very 
few studies like this has been carried out (personal communication with Dr. Frederic 
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Janzen), we don't have much prior information at all about the possible values of the 
parameters. So we just pick a proper vague prior distribution (bivariate normal with 
mean 0 and variance 20.1) on a and an inverse gamma(2.5,1.5) prior distribution on cr2. 
The mean of the inverse gamma prior distribution is 1 and the variance is 2. A plot of 
the pdf of this distribution can be found in Figure 5.6 We carry out a sensitivity analysis 
later to examine how the prior distribution for a2 affects the Bayes factor estimate, the 
quantity of our interest. 
The joint posterior distribution of a and a2 is proportional to the product of the 
likelihood function and the prior density of the parameters, i.e., proportional to 
where % = <&(a0 + o^x.j +&,•). 
Alternatively, one can work with the joint posterior distribution of cr, 6 and <72, 
which is given by: 
p(a,6, cr2|y) = p(»|a>)p(i.k2)p(a,»2) 
/ p(y|a, 6)p(6|<72)p(a, <x 2 )dadbda 2  
oc p(y|a,6)p(6|o-2)p(a,a2) 
=  [ n f ï P i / U - P u ) 1  ^ ' = l  ^ ] p ( a ) p ( ( 7 2 ) .  
i=ij=i \ ' 
where pi j  =  <£(a0 + a { x t J  + 6,). We use the latter posterior distribution to avoid in­
tegrating out the random effects. A Markov chain Monte Carlo (Gibbs sampling with 
metropolis steps for a and b) algorithm is used to generate a posterior sample of size 
5000 after convergence of the chain is detected. Summaries of the posterior distributions 
for q0, c*i and cr2 are given in Table 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows histograms of the sampled 
values of the parameters in the model. 
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Figure 5.2 Histograms of the sampled values of the parameters 
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Table 5.3 Summaries of the posterior distributions of the parameters of a 
probit regression model with a random intercept applied to the 
turtles data set 
parameter mean sd Quantiles 
2.5 % 50 % 97.5 % 
-2.83 0.72 -4.44 -2.80 -1.56 
Ûfl 0.39 0.11 0.19 0.38 0.63 
<72 0.32 0.12 0.16 0.30 0.61 
5.2.3 Discussion about the results of estimation 
The posterior means for aro and ai are very close to the corresponding maximum 
likelihood estimates. The difference in the posterior mean (0.32) and the maximum 
likelihood estimate (0.09) for cr2 is a reflection of two factors. One, the maximum 
likelihood estimate is comparable to the posterior mode rather than the posterior mean. 
Two, the posterior inference is sensitive to the form of the prior distribution. With 
respect to the first factor, note that the posterior mode of a2 is 0.25, which is considerably 
less than the posterior mean 0.32. This is because the (marginal) posterior distribution 
of <r2 is a positively skewed distribution as seen from the histogram for <72 in Figure 5.2. 
The histogram indicates that the posterior mode is less than the posterior median, which 
in turn is less than the posterior mean. Of course, there is still a large difference between 
the posterior mode and the maximum likelihood estimate. This reflects sensitivity to 
the prior distribution. This issue is revisited with respect to Bayes factor estimates in 
Section 5.5. 
Looking at the parameter estimates, we conclude that birth-weight is a significant 
predictor for this example because the maximum likelihood estimate of Qi is more than 
four times its standard deviations away from 0 and a 95% posterior interval for at does 
not contain 0. Further, the estimate of the coefficient aL being positive, birth-weight 
has a positive effect on the chance of survival of a turtle; we noticed this phenomenon 
earlier while looking at Figure 5.1. 
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The clutch-effect seems to be small, but it is difficult to say if it is statistically 
significant. Incidentally, the conclusion about birth-weight does not change if we remove 
the clutch effect from the model; in that case, the maximum likelihood estimates of qq 
and qi are -2.82 and 0.39 with standard errors 0.55 and 0.08 respectively. 
5.3 Hypothesis testing concerning a1 
5.3.1 Likelihood ratio test 
To compute the likelihood ratio test statistic for testing the hypothesis HQ : cr2 = 0, 
we compute the likelihoods of the models with the variance component and without 
it at the maximum likelihood estimates of the respective models. The values of the 
log-likelihood are -148.83 under the model without the variance component and -147.64 
under the model with the variance component. So the value of the usual likelihood 
ratio test statistic —2log^ (where LQ is the likelihood under the null model and L\ is 
the likelihood under the alternative model, both likelihoods computed at the maximum 
likelihoods under the respective models) is 2.38. Since the usual asymptotic x2 reference 
distribution does not apply (as described in Section 3.3.1.1), we obtain the reference 
distribution by simulation as follows: 
• generate 1000 simulated sets of responses y,;, i  = 1,2... m = 31, j  = 1,2,... n, 
under the probit model with a equal to the maximum likelihood estimates from 
Section 5.2 and a2— 0 
• compute the value of the likelihood ratio test statistic for each generated dataset 
A histogram of these 1000 values of the likelihood ratio test statistic provides us with an 
approximation to the distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. Figure 
5.3 shows the histogram. 
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Figure 5.3 Histogram of the simulated LRT statistics under Ho 
Using this reference distribution, the p-value corresponding to the likelihood ratio 
test statistic is 0.031 — hence there is some evidence against the null hypothesis of zero 
clutch variance. 
We can also compute a 100(l-a) % confidence interval for any a € (0,1) by simulation 
utilizing the fact that if HQXT2 = <r2 is not rejected at level a, then cr2 is in the 100(l-a) 
% confidence interval for cr2. The steps that have to be iterated (with different fixed 
values of cr2) for computing the confidence interval are as follows: 
(i) take a fixed value of <r2 
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(ii) compute the value of the likelihood ratio test statistic for testing HQ:C2 = <r2 from 
the data set. 
(iii) generate 1000 simulated data sets with A = ÔCMLE, <J2=A\ and compute the like­
lihood ratio test statistic for testing HQ:CT2 = for each of those simulated data 
sets. 
(iv) if the likelihood ratio test statistic computed in the second step is less (greater) 
than the 100(l-a)-th percentile of the set of 1000 likelihood ratio test statistics 
computed in the third step, then is (isn't) in the 100(l-a) % confidence interval 
for cr2. 
By following the procedure mentioned above and using a trial and error method, we 
obtain a 95 % confidence interval for a2 as (0.00,0.24). 
5.3.2 Lin's score test 
We carry out the Lin's test as well for testing HQ : A2 = 0 using a simplified formula 
for the score statistic in Lin (1997) when only a random intercept is specified in the 
model. The value of the global score statistic Xg with 1 degree of freedom is 4.24 with 
a corresponding p-value of 0.04. So Lin's test supports the results of the likelihood 
ratio test. The data set provides evidence against the null hypothesis — the variance 
component is significant at 5% level and hence is required in the model. 
5.4 Computing estimates of the Bayes factor 
The Bayes factor for comparing the null model MQ (that without variance compo­
nents) against the alternative model My (that with the variance component) can be 
expressed as 
nnOl P(îf|A*0) 
BF Mm Y^ 
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where 
p{y\M0) = j p(y\a.b = 0)p{a)da,  
p{y | A/i) = J p(y\ot ,  b)p(b\(T 2 )p{ot)p(<T 2 )dbdad(T 2  
We compute the above-mentioned Bayes factor estimate using the methods discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
Fortunately, the true value of the Bayes factor can be obtained by numerical integra­
tion although the program takes about 37 hours of CPU time to run on an Alphastation 
500 workstation equipped with 400 M Hz 64-bit CPU and a gigabyte of RAM; the true 
value of the Bayes factor up to 2 decimal places is 3.25. Hence we can compare the 
performance of the different methods by comparing the Bayes factor estimates obtained 
by each method against the correct value. For each simulation-based method, we run the 
program to compute the Bayes factor estimate 30 times with different random number 
seeds and take the average of the 30 Bayes factor estimates; we also obtain an estimated 
standard deviation to be attached to the Bayes factor estimate by computing the stan­
dard deviation of the 30 Bayes factors obtained. The standard deviation will give us an 
idea about how stable a method is. The results obtained by the various methods are 
provided in Table 5.4. 
Also given in the table are the CPU times taken for one computation of Bayes factor 
estimate by each of the methods under consideration in an Alphastation 500 workstation 
equipped with 400MHz 64-bit CPU and a gigabyte of RAM. 
Where required, the marginal likelihood p(y\a,a 2 )  for any (a, cr 2 )  is calculated by 
numerically integrating out the random effects using Simpson's rule. Where a posterior 
sample under the full model (that with the variance component) is required in any 
of these methods (harmonic estimator, bridge sampling), we obtain a sample in the 
same way as discussed in Section 5.2.2. We run another Markov chain to obtain a 
sample under the model without the variance component, when required. All simulation-
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Table 5.4 Estimates of the Bayes factor (along with their standard deviations 
and time taken to run the program) for comparing a simple probit 
regression model against a probit regression model with a random 
intercept obtained by different methods for the turtles data set 
Method Bayes factor estimate std. dev. CPU time (min) 
Laplace's 3.76 - 0.1 
Laplace's at posterior mean 3.29 0.08 0.2 
Importance sampling 3.26 0.03 4.4 
Harmonic estimator 6.07 3.27 5.3 
Bridge sampling 3.25 0.03 10.0 
Chib's 3.25 0.04 3.4 
RJ MCMC . 3.28 0.26 7.6 
based estimates are based on a posterior sample of size 5000 (5000 after convergence is 
diagnosed for the MCMC methods). 
5.4.1 Specific details about the different methods 
We provide specific details regarding the implementation of the various methods for 
computing Bayes factor estimates for this problem. 
Laplace approximation and its variation: Since the Laplace approximation 
assumes normality of the posterior distribution, we work on the logarithmic scale for 
the variance component to have better accuracy. The posterior modes for the Laplace 
approximation are computed using the Newton-Raphson algorithm with numerical ap­
proximation to the required derivatives. The posterior mode under the null model is 
(-2.74,0.38) and that under the alternative model is (-2.75,0.38,-1.39), where the third 
component is the logarithm of cr2 (exponentiating this yields a value of 0.25 for cr2). 
The same Newton-Raphson programs also provide us with the negative of the inverse 
of the Hessian matrix of the log-posterior evaluated at the posterior mode under the 
two models with no extra effort required. Note that for the example, the Bayes factor 
estimate is close to but not equal to the actual value. There is no standard deviation 
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attached to the estimated Bayes factor because there is no simulation involved in its 
computation. 
We also compute the Bayes factor estimate using the variation of the Laplace ap­
proximation suggested by (4.8) at the posterior means. The average (averaged over the 
30 Bayes factor estimate computations) posterior mean under the alternative model is 
(-2.83,0.39,-1.14), where the third component is the logarithm of a2 (exponentiating this 
yields a value of 0.32 for a2). The average posterior mean (averaged over the 30 Bayes 
factor estimate computations) under the null model is (-2.76,0.38). We compute the 
derivatives of the log-posterior at the posterior means numerically. The Bayes factor 
estimate obtained by this variation is very close to the true value on an average. 
Importance sampling: Under both the models, the importance sampling density 
is taken as a <4 distribution with location parameter equal to the posterior mode and 
scale matrix equal to the inverse of the negative of the Hessian of the log-posterior 
evaluated at the posterior mode. We use the logarithm of a2 as the parameter in the 
alternative model. For the turtles example, this method gives very good results — the 
average Bayes factor estimate obtained by this method is only 0.01 more than the true 
value and the standard deviation of the Bayes factor estimates obtained is the lowest 
among all the methods used. 
Bridge sampling: In bridge sampling, we take q  to be the importance sampling 
density described above. We use the logarithm of cr2 as the parameter in the alternative 
m o d e l  j u s t  l i k e  w i t h  i m p o r t a n c e  s a m p l i n g .  S i n c e  w e  k n e w  t h e  c o r r e c t  v a l u e  o f  p ( y \ M )  
by numerical method, we use that in computing the optimum 7. With this optimum 
choice of 7, the Bridge sampling method does very well for the turtles example — both 
in terms of the average and standard deviation of the Bayes factor estimates obtained. 
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Chib's method: In Chib's method, we introduce a latent variable as in Chib 
(1995) which makes the computations easier. Let's define independent latent variables 
z such that 
Zij |a, 6, ~ N(a 0  + QiXij  + k) , j  = 1,2,... r^, i = 1,2... 31 
alongwith 
bi\<72 ~ /V(0,<r2), i = l,2,... ,31. 
If the observed responses y,-/s are given by 
Vij  = 
then 
1 if z„ > 0 
0 if Zij < 0, 
P(yi j  = 1) = P{zi j  > 0) = $(a0 + otiXij + bi) 
as in the probit model. The advantage of introducing the ztJ's is that it allows us to 
use Gibbs sampling with conditional distributions that are easy to sample from. Let Z, 
denote the n,- x 1 vector of z,j of the z'-th group and let X, denote the nt- x 2 matrix of 
covariates for the z'-th group, where the j-th row of X, = (l,Hj),j = 1,2,... n,. Suppose 
further that V, = J„, denotes an n, x n,- matrix of l's. The conditional 
distributions, assuming N(0, V0) prior distribution on a and inverse gamma {91,92)  
prior distribution on or2, are: 
31 31 
a\y ,Z,a 2  ~ ;V2(â,V)forâ = V(£X:.V,Z,),V=(V0-1+£X;-V1XI) 
1=1 i=i 
Zi\y ,at , ( j 2  ~ A^t(X,a, Vj) truncated to the region implied by the vector 
fe,-|y, Z, a, a2 ~ N( ^ ^21 (n< + "2) '); Si- = 53(zv ~ Qo ~ Qixa) 
TTl 1 771 |6 ~ Inverse Gamma(ji + —,g 2  + ^  53 &?) <r2' 
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The multivariate normal distribution for Z,- is truncated to the product space J9,i x 
Bi2 x ... Bini, where 
As observed in Chib and Carlin (1999), integrating out the random effects from the 
conditional distribution of a improves the rate of convergence of the Markov chain. The 
only difficulty in carrying out the Gibbs sampling approach here is generating the Z,'s, 
for which we follow the algorithm suggested by Chib and Greenberg (1998) and sample 
this truncated multivariate normal distribution from a sequence of (full conditional) 
univariate truncated normal distributions. 
We use the techniques described in Section 4.3.5.1 here to estimate the posterior 
ordinate at a fixed value of the parameter. Since we have to estimate p{ot',(r2*|y) 
whereas it is much easier to generate from p(a,cr2,6, Z\y), we treat 6 and Z as latent 
variables. We treat a, a2, 6 and Z as four blocks in applying the extended parameter 
version of the technique in Section 4.3.5.1. 
We use the same basic techniques and formulae for the model without the variance 
component as well, except that this time we put <J2 = 6,- = 0, i = 1,2,... m. Then there 
are only two blocks in the extended parameter space, a and Z, and we have to estimate 
As discussed in Section 4.3.5.4, the fixed value is taken as the posterior mode for 
both the models. 
The result obtained by the Chib's method for this example is very accurate; on an 
average, the Bayes factor estimates obtained by this method are exactly the same (up 
to 2 decimal places) as the true value and the standard deviation of the Bayes factor 
estimates obtained is very low. 
(0,oo) if j/ij = 1 
(-oo,0) if yij = 0 
p{a ' \ y ) .  
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Reversible jump MCMC: In the reversible jump algorithm, according to the 
notation from Section 4.4.3, we set h(0,0) = h(0,l) = h(l,0) = h(l,l) = 0.5 and ttq = 
TT\ = 0.5. When we are in model 0 (without cr2) and are trying a jump to model 1, we 
apply the following steps: 
• generate a2 from ç(<72): Inverse gamma with mean à2MLE and variance V(&lfLE) 
• define 91 = (0O, <r2) = (a, <r2); in terms of the notations of step 3b of Section 4.4.3, 
u = <t2, u' = 0 and g{.) is the identity function 
• acceptance prob: min{l, ) 
When we are in model 1 (with cr 2 )  trying to jump to model 0, the steps are: 
• define 0q = a (i.e., set a2 = 0) ; in terms of the notations of step 3b of Section 
4.4.3, u = 0, u' = a2 and g(.) is the identity function 
• acceptance prob: min{l, } 
To jump within a model, we take a Metropolis step with a Gaussian proposal distribution 
having mean equal to the present value of the parameters and variance equal to the 
inverse of the negative Hessian matrix of the log-posterior at the posterior mode for that 
model. 
For our example, this method does not perform very well compared to the other 
methods. On an average, the Bayes factor estimates obtained by this method are close 
to the true value, but the standard deviation of the estimate is much higher than that 
obtained by the other methods. 
5.4.2 Summaries of the results obtained by the different methods 
Looking at the table of the Bayes factor estimates obtained by the different meth­
ods, we see that the importance sampling method, Chib's method and bridge sampling 
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method perform equally well and better than the other methods. The large standard 
error for the reversible jump MCMC method can be reduced by increasing the number 
of iterations. The instability of the harmonic estimator is evident. Laplace approxima­
tion, which makes the strong assumption of normality of the posterior distribution gives 
a fair approximation in the sense that the conclusion would be right. The Laplace ap­
proximation computed at the posterior mean exhibits smaller variation than the Laplace 
approximation and yields a value of the Bayes factor estimate that is very close to the 
true value. 
A second factor to consider in comparing the computational methods is the amount of 
computational time required which can be found from Table 5.4. Among the three meth­
ods mentioned above that perform the best for this problem with respect to accuracy and 
precision, the bridge sampling method takes longer than the other two (importance sam­
pling method and Chib's method). Because the importance sampling method requires 
much less amount of coding than the Chib's method and takes only a minute longer, this 
seems to be the most convenient method for this data set. In fact, this result together 
with our simulation results (to be discussed in Section 5.6) suggest that for small prob­
lems like this example, the importance sampling method is the most convenient method 
for computing Bayes factor estimates. 
5.5 Results and sensitivity analysis 
The value of the Bayes factor, 3.25, favors the null model, suggesting that there 
is no evidence of a clutch-effect - hence an ordinary probit regression model (with no 
random effects) seems to be sufficient for the given data set. One thing to notice here 
is that this is in conflict with the conclusion obtained from the frequentist tests, which 
suggested that the null model is inadequate for the data set. This may be an outcome of 
the fact that in both the simulation-based test that we use and in Lin's test, the value 
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of the fixed effects vector is treated as constant (at the maximum likelihood estimate 
under the null model) in obtaining the null distribution of the statistic — this may have 
underestimated the variability of the test statistics making the tests anticonservative. 
Another possible explanation for the difference is the prior distribution used in ob­
taining the Bayes factor. As described earlier, the Bayes factor is sensitive to the prior 
distribution on a2. While the Bayes factor of 3.25 was obtained under a inverse-gamma 
prior distribution with mean 1 and variance 2, the value of the Bayes factor changed to 
1.02 when we used a gamma distribution with the same mean and variance and to 1.61 
when we used a shrinkage prior distribution (p(cr2) = c/(c + <72)2) with median 1 (the 
moments are not defined for a shrinkage prior distribution). 
To study the sensitivity of the Bayes factor to the prior distribution on a2 more 
deeply, we use our approach introduced in Section 4.5. We introduce the quantity BF™, 
which is the Bayes factor comparing the model where the variance component is fixed at 
<r2 against the model without any variance component (i.e., a2 is fixed at 0). Also, BF 
can be interpreted as the Bayes factor in favor of the alternative using a degenerate or 
point mass prior distribution at a2 against the null model. Mathematically, 
R Fio fa /bP(y|«,6)p(6k2)p(QQ<fl><fa 
JaP(y|a,6 = 0)p(a)da 
The values of BF™ (obtained by the importance sampling method) for a grid of values 
of a2 are shown in Table 5.5. Figure 5.4 shows a plot of the BF^'s against a2 using 
the same grid of values of <r2.The figure (and the table) shows that is 1 for cr2=0; 
the two models are identical at that value. The estimated Bayes factor then increases 
with increase in a2 until it reaches its maximum value of about 4.55 at around <r2=0.09. 
This is sensible because the maximum likelihood estimator of cr2 is 0.086. The Bayes 
factor estimate provides the most support for the variance component model when the 
prior distribution on the variance component is most consistent with the data. Then it 
decreases rapidly till it gets close to zero for a2 around 0.75 and stays there. So when it 
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Table 5.5 Estimates of the Bayes factor for comparing a simple probit re­
gression model against a probit regression model with a random 
intercept for different degenerate priors on the variance component 
for the turtles data set 
a2  BFai  
0.00 1.00 
0.01 1.48 
0.05 3.45 
0.08 4.35 
0.09 4.55 
0.10 4.55 
0.15 4.00 
0.20 2.94 
0.25 1.96 
0.30 1.27 
0.40 0.50 
0.50 0.20 
0.75 0.023 
1.00 0.0036 
2.00 1.5 x 10~5 
3.00 3.5 xl0~7 
4.00 1.9 xl0~8 
5.00 1.8 xl0~9 
comes to choosing between a small hypothesized value (by small here we mean less than 
0.3) of <t2 and a2 equal to zero, the Bayes factor estimate favors the small positive value 
of a2. However, when it comes to choosing between a large cr2 and a2 equal to zero, the 
Bayes factor estimate favors the zero value of cr2. 
Let BFpl°) denote the Bayes factor in favor of the alternative model (with a2) when 
the prior distribution on cr2 is p(a2). It is easy to relate BFpl°) to fîFj° as 
R Fio =  L* fa fbp(y\a,b)p(b\<T2)p(a)p(a2)dbdad<T2  
p ( - )  fa p( y  K b  =  0)p(a)da 
f  ia fbP(yla 'b)p(b\<r2)p{a)dbda 2  2  
J°2 Jap(y|a,6 = 0)p(a)da 
= f BF™ p(a2)dar2-
J <T 
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Figure 5.4 Plot of BFa2 against a 
Of course, the Bayes factor that we here focussed on, BFp°y is just the reciprocal 
-1 
(5.1) 
The above identity shows that we can assess the sensitivity of the Bayes factor estimate 
flfpQ by examining BF™ as a function of a2. In this example, BF^2 varies a lot as a1 
changes — so the Bayes factor estimate BF°p^ will vary as p(<72), the prior distribution 
on <r2, changes. 
In particular, we see that if we try different prior distributions on the variance param­
eter, the lowest possible value of BF°p^ for this data set is approximately the reciprocal 
of 4.55, which is 0.22 and that Bayes factor estimate is obtained using a prior distribu­
tion which is degenerate with all its mass on a2 =0.09. In practice, one never takes a 
degenerate prior distribution on a parameter. Hence we try a number of inverse gamma 
prior distributions on cr2, all with variance 2, but with different means, and compute the 
Bayes factor estimate BF°p| j for each of them using the importance sampling approach. 
Table 5.6 contains the values of the prior means and the prior modes and the values of 
the Bayes factor estimate obtained and Figure 5.5 shows a plot of those values against 
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the prior means. 
They show that the Bayes factor estimate is 1 at prior mean 0, but it decreases as 
the prior mean increases until it reaches a value of around 0.30 at prior mean about 
0.15 and increases rapidly as the prior mean increases past that point. Figure 5.5 shows 
the sensitivity of the Bayes factor estimate to the prior distribution on the variance 
component. In this case, if the prior mean favors low values of the variance component, 
there is some evidence in favor of the random effects model (the same conclusion as 
likelihood ratio test and Lin's test). However, if the prior distribution favors values 0.5 
or above, the null model is preferred. We repeat the analysis with other variance values 
Table 5.6 Estimates of the Bayes factor for comparing a simple probit re­
gression model against a probit regression model with a random 
intercept for different prior means/modes (with an inverse gamma 
prior distribution) with prior variance fixed at 2 for the turtles data 
set 
Prior mean Prior mode BFUl 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.01 0.00 0.68 
0.05 0.02 0.38 
0.10 0.03 0.30 
0.20 0.07 0.30 
0.30 0.10 0.37 
0.50 0.18 0.61 
0.70 0.27 1.14 
1.00 0.43 3.25 
2.00 1.21 228.0 
for inverse gamma distributions. Table 5.7 gives the values of BFp^ for prior variance 
10 for different prior means/medians. We observe the same behavior of the Bayes factor 
estimates except the fact that when the variance is large, the range of values of the Bayes 
factor estimate becomes smaller: for example, an inverse gamma prior distribution with 
mean 1 and variance 10 gives a Bayes factor estimate of 31 (as against 228 for an inverse 
gamma prior distribution with mean 1 and variance 2). 
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Figure 5.5 Plot of BF°1^ against the prior means 
All of the above points to the fact that the Bayes factor can be significantly affected 
by the prior distribution on a2, but since the lowest possible Bayes factor estimate 
obtainable here is 0.22, the conclusion remains the same, i.e., there is not enough evidence 
against the null model. 
These results show that for a single variance component model, a great deal can 
be learned by considering the sensitivity curve in Figure 5.5. For the turtle study, 
the sensitivity curve shows the sensitivity of the Bayes factor estimate to the prior 
distribution. 
5.6 Simulation study 
To further explore the sensitivity of Bayes factor estimate calculations in single vari­
ance component models, we carry out a simulation study. The two factors we focus on 
in the study are the true size of the variance component and the number of clutches. 
We generate simulation data sets modeled on our original data set — that is, each 
observation has information on clutch, birth-weight and survival. The number of clutches 
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Table 5.7 Estimates of the Bayes factor for comparing a simple probit re­
gression model against a probit regression model with a random 
intercept for different prior means/modes (with an inverse gamma 
prior distribution) with prior variance fixed at 10 for the turtles 
data set 
Prior mean Prior mode BFU1 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.01 0.00 0.76 
0.10 0.03 0.30 
0.30 0.10 0.37 
0.50 0.17 0.58 
0.75 0.26 1.09 
1.00 0.35 2.14 
2.00 0.82 31.5 
are varied from 10 to 100 for the data sets generated while the number of observations 
for each clutch was kept fixed at 8 (which is approximately the average for the turtle 
data). The value of <r2 is fixed for each data set and varies between 0.01 to 2.25. Note 
that at <t2 = 2.25, the clutch effect is extremely important in determining survival. For 
a given number of groups and a given a2, the steps used to generate a data set are as 
follows: 
• We generate the x,/s, the birth-weights, independently from a normal distribution 
having the same first two moments as the original data set. 
# Generate y,j's independently using the three steps: 
6;|<72 ~ iV(0, <72) 
Pij = $(a0 + aix.j + bi) 
VijlPij ~ Bern(pij), 
where we use the MLE's of q q  and û i  obtained from the original data set and the 
fixed value of a2 in place of the corresponding parameters. 
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We use the same prior distributions we used for the original data analysis, which are a 
N(0,20.1) on a and an inverse gamma(2.5,1.5) prior distribution on a2 (which has mean 
1 and variance 2) and compute the Bayes factor estimates using the importance sampling 
approach. Table 5.8 shows the average of 30 Bayes factor estimates corresponding to 30 
generated data sets for each combination of true a2 and number of clutches. 
A 01 
Table 5.8 Estimates of the Bayes factors (BF ) for comparing a simple pro-
bit regression model against a probit regression model with a ran­
dom intercept for the simulated data sets similar to the turtles data 
set 
<r2 
Number of clutches 
10 30 50 100 
0.01 0.49 2.33 66.4 996 
0.04 0.32 0.59 18.1 68.2 
0.09 0.18 0.13 1.66 2.01 
0.16 0.08 0.037 0.018 0.001 
0.25 0.02 7.4 x 10"4 5.4 x 10-* 8.2 x 10"7 
0.49 0.002 1.0 x 10-* 3.6 x 10"8 7.0 x 10"16 
1.00 2.0 x 10-5 3.6 x 10"11 7.9 x 10"17 3.8 x 10"34 
2.25 5.1 x 10-* 4.5 x 10-19 4.3 x 10~31 5.6 x 10"62 
If we go down any column of the table, we see that for a fixed number of groups, 
as the true value of <r2 increases, the Bayes factor estimate in favor of the null model 
against the alternative model decreases. This is expected since the larger cr2 is, the 
greater should be the evidence obtained against the null model. 
When we go across a row from left to right, we expect the Bayes factor estimate to 
decrease as the number of groups increase for a fixed cr2; this is because the same value 
of <t2 should appear as stronger evidence against the null model when the number of 
clutches is large (the effective sample size for estimating a2 is the number of clutches). 
This happens for the last four rows, but not for the first three rows. The explanation 
of this unusual result appears to be the inverse-gamma prior distribution on <r2 which 
is shown in Figure 5.6. The prior distribution assigns very little probability mass for 
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Figure 5.6 Plot of the pdf for an inverse gamma(2.5,1.5) distribution 
values of cr2 less than 0.1. With such a prior distribution, the null model is found 
better because under the alternative model, the region with high restricted likelihood 
f p(y\a, <72)p(oi)da receives very little probability mass under the prior distribution; as 
a result, the marginal density under the alternative model gets downsized to make the 
estimated Bayes factor (defined as the marginal density under the null model divided 
by the marginal density under the alternative model) large. 
To see if we get expected results using other prior distributions for the first three 
rows in Table 5.8, we take up the first row of the table. We use a prior distribution with 
all its mass at 0.01 and compute the Bayes factor estimates for those four cases. The 
results obtained are in line with our expectations — the Bayes factor estimate decreases 
with increase in the number of groups — the values obtained are 0.96, 0.90, 0.87 and 0.83 
respectively (all the Bayes factor estimates are close to one because for the true value 
of <j2=0.01, there is very little difference between the null model and the alternative 
model). The same phenomenon is observed for the second and third rows of the table 
as well. 
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One interesting feature of Table 5.8 is that it provides information about the mag­
nitude of the Bayes factor that would be expected under certain situations. In fact, the 
turtle data results, Bayes factor of 3.25 for a data set with 31 clutches and maximum 
likelihood estimate of a2 approximately 0.09, are precisely as would be expected under 
the model. 
Another topic of interest in the simulation study is the comparative performance of 
the different computational methods for obtaining Bayes factor estimates. The relative 
performance of the methods remain the same as what we observed for the main data 
set regardless of the number of groups — the importance sampling, bridge sampling and 
Chib's method still perform better than the other methods throughout the simulation 
study. 
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6 EXAMPLE: SCOTLAND LIP CANCER DATA 
In the previous chapter, we took up a simple example of a generalized linear mixed 
model. We next consider a more complex example with more than one variance compo­
nent since the computations become much more difficult and time-consuming for such 
models. Some of the computational techniques for finding Bayes factor estimates that 
we discussed earlier become too time-consuming to apply. 
Possible areas of potential application of generalized linear mixed models with more 
than one variance components are: 
• spatial epidemiology studies, where it is of interest to investigate if the population 
disease rates, which may be influenced by environmental factors, are correlated 
spatially — there one often needs a number of area-specific random effects. 
• longitudinal studies, where it may be of interest to see if random subject effects 
are present and one may have more than one variance component depending on 
the clustering of the subjects. 
We consider an example belonging to the first type. 
6.1 Description of the data set 
Table 6.1 shows a frequently-analyzed data set (see, e.g., Clayton and Kaldor, 1987, 
Cressie, 1993) regarding lip cancer data from the 56 administrative districts in Scotland 
— the objective of the study was to find out any pattern of regional variation in the 
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disease incidence of lip cancer. The data set contains: the observed number of lip 
cancer cases among males from 1975-1980 in the 56 districts, t/i, y2, ..., yn, n=56; 
the population under risk of lip cancer in the districts, pl5 p2, ..., p„ (in thousands); 
the expected number of cases adjusted for the age distribution of the districts, E\, E2, 
..., En\ the percent of people employed in agriculture, forestry and fishing (AFF), 
AFFi, AFF2, ..., AFFn (since increased exposure to sunlight has been implicated in 
the excess occurrence of lip cancers, these people working outdoors were thought to be 
under greater risk of the disease); and the neighbors of each district,  Ny, iV2 ,  . . . ,  Nn .  
The £,•'s incorporate known demographic risk factors, here age, that are not of direct 
interest. 
6.2 A Poisson-Gaussian hierarchical model 
It is common to assume that the disease incidence counts y follow independent 
Poisson distributions, 
y,|A, ~ Paisson(\iEi),i  = 1,2,...,n, 
with A, representing a relative risk parameter for the z'-th region. In other words, Ai is the 
risk in the region i relative to what is expected due to the known risk factors accounted 
for in Ei. The standardized morbidity ratio (SMR) for the i-th region is defined as 
SMRi = y ,7 
One can think of the A,'s as a "smooth" version of the SMRi's. A value of A, <K 1 
indicates unusually low incidence rates while a value of A, > 1 indicates unusually high 
incidence rates. From the viewpoint of mapping and statistical inference, A,'s are the 
key parameters. If we could have collected all possible covariates affecting the A, 's, we 
could have done a perfect job of modeling the disease counts using a simple Poisson 
regression model. Practically, this is impossible since one is never going to know the set 
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Table 6.1 The Scotland lip cancer data set 
County y p (in '000) X E Neighbors 
1 9 28 16 1.38 4 5 9 11 19 
2 39 231 16 8.66 2 7 10 
3 11 83 10 3.04 2 6 12 
4 9 52 24 2.53 3 18 20 28 
5 15 129 10 4.26 5 1 11 12 13 19 
6 8 53 24 2.40 2 3 8 
7 26 246 10 8.11 5 2 10 13 16 17 
8 7 63 7 2.30 1 6 
9 6 59 7 1.98 6 1 11 17 19 23 29 
10 20 166 16 6.63 4 2 7 16 22 
11 13 88 7 4.40 4 1 5 9 12 
12 5 38 16 1.79 3 3 5 11 
13 3 29 10 1.08 4 5 7 17 19 
14 8 86 24 3.31 3 31 32 35 
15 17 185 7 7.84 3 25 29 50 
16 9 112 16 4.55 6 7 10 17 21 22 29 
17 2 27 10 1.07 6 7 9 13 16 19 29 
18 7 94 7 4.18 6 4 20 28 33 55 56 
19 9 163 7 5.53 5 1 5 9 13 17 
20 7 103 10 4.44 3 4 18 55 
21 16 263 7 10.46 3 16 29 50 
22 31 583 16 22.67 2 10 16 
23 11 191 10 8.77 6 9 29 34 36 37 39 
24 7 164 7 5.62 8 27 30 31 44 47 48 55 56 
25 19 432 1 15.47 3 15 26 29 
26 15 379 1 12.49 4 25 29 42 43 
27 7 164 7 6.04 4 24 31 32 55 
28 10 231 7 8.96 4 4 18 33 45 
29 16 346 10 14.37 11 9 15 16 17 21 23 25 26 34 43 50 
30 11 383 10 10.20 6 24 38 42 44 45 56 
31 5 139 7 4.75 7 14 24 27 32 35 46 47 
32 3 65 24 2.88 4 14 27 31 35 
33 7 250 10 7.03 4 18 28 45 56 
34 8 233 7 8.53 9 23 29 39 40 42 43 51 52 54 
35 11 319 7 12.32 5 14 31 32 37 46 
36 9 296 0 10.10 4 23 37 39 41 
37 11 391 10 12.68 5 23 35 36 41 46 
38 8 319 1 9.35 6 30 42 44 49 51 54 
39 6 231 16 7.20 5 23 34 36 40 41 
40 4 157 0 5.27 5 34 39 41 49 52 
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Table 6.1 (Continued) 
County y P X E Neighbors 
41 10 617 1 18.76 7 36 37 39 40 46 49 53 
42 8 427 16 15.78 6 26 30 34 38 43 51 
43 2 141 16 4.32 4 26 29 34 42 
44 6 449 0 14.63 5 24 30 38 48 49 
45 19 1288 1 50.72 4 28 30 33 56 
46 3 238 7 8.20 6 31 35 37 41 47 53 
47 2 247 1 5.59 6 24 31 46 48 49 53 
48 3 312 1 9.34 4 24 44 47 49 
49 28 2316 0 88.66 9 38 40 41 44 47 48 52 53 54 
50 6 547 1 19.62 3 15 21 29 
51 1 179 1 3.44 4 34 38 42 54 
52 1 111 0 3.62 4 34 40 49 54 
53 1 146 1 5.74 4 41 46 47 49 
54 1 247 1 7.03 5 34 38 49 51 52 
55 0 103 16 4.16 5 18 20 24 27 56 
56 0 39 10 1.76 6 18 24 30 33 45 55 
of all possible covariates. One way to address the effects of unobserved covariates is to 
incorporate random effects. As in Cressie et. al. (2000), we use a mixed linear model 
for the vector of log relative risk parameters, log(A), 
log{ A) = X/3 + f7 + V, 
where X is the covariate matrix containing in this example a vectors of l's as the 
first column and another column containing values of the variable AFF; (3 is a vector 
containing the fixed effect parameters (30 and (3\\ rj = (%i,f%,... ,T]N)' is a vector of 
spatially correlated random effects and ^ = (V>i, ^2» • • • , t/>n)' is a vector of uncorrected 
heterogeneity random effects. 
The spatial random effects 7/,'s are intended to represent unobserved factors, that 
if observed, would display substantial spatial correlation in that the values for a pair 
of contiguous zones would be generally much more alike than for two arbitrary zones. 
Examples might include environmental factors. For known matrices C and M, we take 
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the prior distribution for rf as a conditional autoregressive (CAR) distribution 
?/|r2,0~ N{0,T2(I — <T>C)~LM), 
where r2 and 0 are parameters of the prior distribution. This prior distribution is 
motivated through the conditional distributions for i = 1,2,... , n, where 11_{ = 
{î/i , ... ... , 77n}. Let Af,- = {j : c,j ± 0} represent the set of neighbors of 
region i, that is the regions j such that r j j  is assumed to be associated with r?,-; regions are 
usually assumed to be neighbors if their boundaries touch. The conditional distributions 
that correspond to the joint distribution of T) given above are: 
T]i\V-i,  T2 ,0 ~ iV(0 ^2 djTjj,  r2m,,), i = 1,2,... n. 
j € N ,  
The conditionally specified form of the model makes it easy to interpret the various 
elements of the prior distribution. Specifically, M is a matrix of conditional variances 
(up to the scalar r2) and <f> is a measure of the strength of spatial dependence, with 
0 = 0 implying no spatial association. Large values of c,y identify neighbors whose 
spatial random effects are expected to be most closely associated with r/,-. 
In order for this CAR prior distribution on rj to be a proper prior distribution, 
r2(/ — 0C)-1M must be a symmetric positive-definite matrix. Thus, C and M must 
be chosen to satisfy the symmetry condition 
TftiiCji — Cij) ' — 2, . . . , 72, J — 1,2,... , 71. 
To maintain the positive définiteness of r2(/ — 0C)-lM, 0 should be contained in 
the interval (0m,„,0max), determined from the eigenvalues of Here, we 
restrict 0 to belong to the subinterval (O,0max) as suggested in Cressie et. al. (2000). 
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We take the matrices C and M as suggested in Stern and Cressie (1995): 
(l)J  :  j 5 M 
C i j  =  
0 elsewhere 
ma = E--l 
For these values of c,;'s and m,-,'s, we have 0mor = 0.1752. 
The uncorrected heterogeneity random effects 0's represent the unstructured vari­
ables contributing to the logarithm of the relative risk parameters. The inclusion of 0's 
is due to Breslow (1984), who noted strong empirical evidence of extra-Poisson variation. 
The heterogeneity random effects are modeled as: 
ip\cr2 ~ N(0,a2D) 
for a known diagonal matrix D and a variance parameter <r2. We take D as suggested 
in Stern and Cressie (1995): 
du = E~ l .  
In practice, it appears often to be the case that either Tf or iff dominates the other, but 
which one will not usually be known in advance. If 17, then the estimated relative risks 
will display spatial structure; if ip, then the effect will be to shrink the estimated relative 
risks to the overall mean (Besag et. al., 1991). 
This model contains 2 variance parameters and as many as 112 random effects pa­
rameters, malting it a more challenging data set to handle computationally. 
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6.3 Estimation 
Let x\ denote the i-th row of the covariate matrix X. The marginal likelihood for 
the data set is: 
L(/3,<t>,T2 ,a2\y) = J jp(y\ri,if;^)p(rt,ip\(f>,T2 ,(T2)drjdif} 
oc J j [| J] exp[ - Eiex^+T>'+ 01 )eyi{x>f3+r>'+v">} x 
_J_ . ezp{ - lv'("2D)'V}]w • 
The distribution of y depends on the random effects only through the sum v = rj + if). 
By making a transformation of (rç, V) to ("* V0 and then integrating out if), we get 
the following expression of the likelihood: 
L((3,<p, r2 ,(T2\y) oc /[{nexpl-^'^yW^jx 
(Vp7? ' eIî>{ -
where 
V = r2(/ - 4>C)- lM + cr2£> = Var(i/). 
The advantage of this second expression is that it has an n-dimensional integral instead 
of a 2n-dimensional integral (where n is 56) as in the first expression. Despite this it is 
still not practical to evaluate the likelihood by numerical integration because the random 
effects in the model are not assumed independent a priori (the prior variance of v is not 
diagonal). To get the marginal likelihood, we have to integrate over the 56-dimensional 
random effects parameter-space. 
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6.3.1 Maximum likelihood estimation 
We use the EM algorithm to find the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters 
for the model. Define f = (/3',0,T2,er2)', the collection of the fixed effects parameters 
and the variance parameters of the model. The traditional EM algorithm consists of an 
E-step and an M-step where in the (r+l)-th E-step, one computes 
Q(i\i i r ])  = E[MP(»,"I«)}IW.<("]. 
where p(y, i/|£) is the joint density of (y', v')\ is the value of the parameter vector ( 
in the r-th iteration and v = rj + ip as defined earlier. The expectation in the expression 
is taken with respect to the distribution of u given y conditional on the parameter value 
In the corresponding M-step, one usually maximizes with respect to f to 
get i.e., 
9«|r+"l4|r|) > eKIS1"') 
for all ( in the parameter space. 
In the E-step of the EM algorithm here, the expectation is with respect to the 
distribution of v given y conditional on the parameter value whose density can be 
written as p(f|y,£(r))> where 
p("!»,€) « p(3j|i/,/3)p(i/|<p,T2,<r2), (6.1) 
the normalizing constant being given by the marginal likelihood &((|y) of the data, 
£(£|y) = / p{y\^,0)p{v\4>,T2 ,<r2)di/.  
So an analytical computation of Q((|(^) in the E-step is impossible except for the 
normal mixed model, and we need some kind of approximation. 
We use the importance sampling EM approach of Booth and Hobert (1999) as dis­
cussed in Section 4.2.2.2. In this method, one draws a random sample i/* i/* 2,.. ., f*>m 
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from an importance sampling density p'(v), which has the same support as p{v\y,£^)-
Then the importance sampling Monte Carlo estimate of Q((|f^) is given by 
1 m 
<,!<)}. (6.2) 
m 1=1 
where the importance weights w r/s are defined by 
i"r,/ =p(<y|y,<(r))/p*«;)- (6.3) 
Booth and Hobert (1999) propose a multivariate t importance density whose mean 
and variance are the same as the mode and curvature of p(u\y, £*r'). Specifically, ignoring 
y and f in the notation for the time being, we write p(v) = c.e'W, where c is the 
normalizing constant. Let /(^(c) denote the vector of first derivatives of l(u) and l^(u) 
the second derivative matrix. Suppose further that if maximizes l(u) satisfying the 
equation 
/ ( lV) = 0. 
Then the Laplace approximation of the mean and variance of the multivariate t impor­
tance density to be used are v and [—/^2'(i>)]-1 respectively. 
For our model, 
p(y|i/,/3) = f[exp(-Exe*'^')Ere"W^ (6.4) 
t=i 
1 
W2|V|l/2< p(i/|0,r
2
,<r2) = -—L—exp[- l-u'V-11/], (6.5) 
where 
V = r2(/ - cpC)~ lM + cr2D. (6.6) 
Hence, by equation (6.1), 
p(f|y>£) « 
i=i 
f l M - ( 6 . 7 )  
Then the first and second derivatives of log{p(v\y,Ç)} are 
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/ 
t/i - Eiex'^ 
2/2 - Eiex'*P+U7 
\ 
- y-1/ (6.8) 
^ yn - Enex'n^+"n ) 
and 
/ 
0 
/(2>(i/) = 
0 • - • 
-E2 e x * f 3 + *  . . .  
0 
0 
- V"1, (6.9) 
\ 0 0 ... / 
where V is defined by (6.6). 
E-step: From the above discussion, starting with an initial value of the parameters 
/3, </>,T2,<J2 and £/, the (r + 1 )-th iteration of the E-step of the MCEM algorithm consists 
of the following steps: 
(i) Find £>, the maximizer of /(i/), using the Newton-Raphson algorithm. That is, 
iterate until convergence 
where the derivatives are computed at the current value of parameters, i.e, at 
(3 = (f> = <£(r),r2 = r2*r\ o-2 = cr2*r), i/ = and using (6.8) and (6.9). In 
fact, we find that rather than iterating the algorithm till convergence here, taking 
two to three Newton steps here also leads to convergence of the EM algorithm and 
saves a lot of time. 
(ii) Set the variance of the multivariate t importance density (taken as a t distribution 
with 4 degrees of freedom here) as [—/^(i/)]-1, which is available from the last 
iteration of the Newton-Raphson algorithm in step (i) above. 
p ( k + l )  _  p ( k )  _ [/(2)(i>(fc))]-l;(l)(i>(*))) 
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(iii) Generate t/' v i/*2,..., a random sample from the importance density deter­
mined by the steps (i) and (ii). 
(iv) Compute the importance weights tvr,/'s using equation (6.3), where p'{v*,i) 1 8  the 
value of the multivariate t importance density at u*r l and p(u* t|y, f^) is computed 
using (6.7) at the current value of parameters, (3^r\ 4>^r\ t2^ and cr2^r\ Using the 
importance weights, we can compute Qm(flf^) using equation (6.2) for any fixed 
value of ( = (f3',(l>,T2,cr2)'. 
M-step: In the corresponding M-step, we maximize Qm(f |f^) with respect to f. 
Now, using (6.2), (6.4) and (6.5) and observing that 
p(y. "lO = p(y I", t2 ,  
we get 
Qm(£I5 ( r )) = 53 Wr<1 H ( ~ Eiex'^+U,'r' t  + yi{x'if3 + i>,>,/)) -
m Z=l L.=i 
-\log\V\] 
= — £ «V,/ £ ( - Eiex'0+l/' rt + yi(x'if3 + >,/))] 
mÈT L,ti ;-l 
+ -£uJ-^' r , lV- lv rj-±lo9\V\l 
rn l = l  i  ~ -  J 
Looking at the above expression, it is clear that Qm(Ç|£^) can be written as the sum of 
two functions, one involving only (3 and the other involving only the variance parameters 
T2,<72 and 4>. Hence the problem of maximization can be carried out in two unrelated 
steps — the first step consists of maximizing the first term with respect to /? and the 
second in maximizing the second term with respect to (0,r2,cr2). To maximize the 
first term with respect to j3, we observe that QW((3), the vector of first derivatives of 
Qm(t\S") with respect to (3 and Q(2)(/3), the matrix of second derivatives of Qm(4l^r)) 
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with respect to /3 are given by 
elllw = 
^ES, Wr,l E?„ *<"• - Bit#***") J 
(6.10) 
and 
^ i ES, W./ a. tiSe*-***" i ES, w, ES, JBJV*"" ) 
So the maximization algorithm for /3 amounts to iterating using the equation 
= 0ik'l) - [(Jm(i><4-1|)]-'(3("(i>('-1>), 
until it converges. Just as in step (i) of the E-step, rather than going on till convergence, 
taking only two to three Newton steps is enough for the E-M algorithm to converge. 
The M-step with respect to (<£,T2,<72) is more difficult since obtaining closed-form 
expressions of the derivatives of @m(£|£*r') is quite cumbersome. We use numerical 
derivatives instead (as discussed in Section 2.1.1) and the Newton-Raphson method (with 
a switch to a steepest descent step if Cholesky decomposition of the second derivative 
matrix does not exist). Also, we work with the logarithms of r2 and <r2 to avoid any 
problem with convergence in case the maximum likelihood estimate of one or both of 
these variance components is close to zero. We use only one Newton step here (because of 
the complexity of computing the derivatives) rather than proceeding until convergence. 
The size of the importance sample drawn at each step was taken as 10000. When the 
absolute relative distance between the parameter vectors obtained from two successive 
M-steps is below 0.0001 for three consecutive iterations, we decide that the algorithm 
has converged. This is to make sure that we don't stop the algorithm prematurely just 
because of an unlucky importance sample. 
Using the MCEM algorithm, the MLE of £ = (/?', 0, r2, a2)' obtained is 
kxiLE = (-0.489.0.059,0.167.1.640,0.000)'. 
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An approximate estimate of the variance of the estimated MLE can be obtained using 
the same techniques used to get (4.7) in Section 4.2.2.2, which here means that the 
variance estimate is the inverse of I, where 
I = -Q(2)(£|£(r)) - var ^zlog[p{y,u\i))\y,iM L E  (6.11) 
1% 
We use the sampled values v*R v u'R 2,..., i>À>m to compute I, where the ft-th iteration 
is the last iteration. 
In this example, (6.11) cannot be used since the matrix I does not turn out to be 
positive definite. This is the outcome of the maximum likelihood estimate being found 
at the boundary of the parameter space. 
To see how the method works when the maximum likelihood estimate is not found 
at the boundary of the parameter space, we consider maximum likelihood estimation of 
the parameters assuming that there is no ip and hence no cr2 in the model, i.e., we look 
at the following simplified model: 
t/,|A, ~ Poisson (XiEi), i  = 1,2,..., n, 
log( A) = X(i + tj 
and 
T/|T2,0~ N(Q ,T2(I  — <J)C)~ lM). 
The maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters and r2 are the same as that 
for the full model above, i.e., 
(/3',0,T2) = (-0.489,0.059,0.167,1.640) 
and the estimated variance matrix of the maximum likelihood estimate is: 
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0.0281 -0.0013 0.0009 -0.0206 
0.0002 -0.0000 0.0002 
0.0002 -0.0023 
0.2869 
The estimated correlation matrix is: 
( 1.00 -0.55 
1.00 
\ 
6.3.2 Bayesian estimation 
The joint posterior distribution of ( 
// [{n «K - x 
eIp{ - 7j(v + *)'V"l(i) + V')}]<''?<'V,-P(/3)p(0)p(r:!)p(T2)'«6(o.<„„), 
where V is given by (6.6). We take p((3) to be a bivariate normal distribution with 
mean 0 and variance 20.1, p{(j>) = Uniform^|0,4>mox) and both p(r2) and p(<r2) to be 
inverse-gamma distributions with mean 1 and variance 2 (i.e., the parameters of the 
distributions are 2.5 and 1.5) . To avoid the integration of the random effects, we work 
with the joint posterior distribution of (/3',f/',V',0,r2,cr2)', which is proportional to 
0.38 -0.23 
-0.15 0.03 
1.00 -0.30 
1.00 
= ((3 ' ,4>,T2,(T2)' given the data is propotional to 
{ £[ «p( - • exp{ - x 
i^TTÎ ' «P{ " ^ '(»2D)"1*}=-^(r2)— 
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where Vi = r2(/ — <f>C)~ lM , a=2.5, b=1.5. 
We use an MCMC algorithm, specifically, a Gibbs sampling approach, to generate a 
posterior sample from the above joint posterior distribution. Let 
C = ((Cij)),i ,j  = 1,2,...n; D = ((dij)),i , j  = 1,2,.. .n; M = ((m,-,)),t, j = 1,2,...n 
The full conditional distributions of /3, {?%, & = 1,2,... n}, {V>fc, A: = 1,2,.. .n}, r2, 
a2 and 0 that are needed to implement a Gibbs sampling algorithm are: 
p(/3\ri,  i),T2 ,a2 ,<t>,y) oc J] exp{ -  ex '> l 3 + v '+ ' i ' i  Ei + z-/3t/,}.e"^, 
1=1 
P(Vk\V-k,iJ>,P,T2,(72,(t>,y) oc exp{- ex'^+Vk+,i"'Ek + nkVk} x 
cip{-à(^T(1 " + |r))} 
p(0fc|V'-fc, V, 0, r2, <72,0, y) oc exp{ - £fc + } 
P(r2|^'0>/3,^2,<P,y) oc 
-  U± i ( '  • -  * • » + 4 }  
p(<r2h,*,3,r2>,») oc (1) î+1+1=ip{ - 2^î(Ê^ + 2»)} 
= '
cHf+°4(è|+26)) 
p(0|t/,'0,/3,r2,cr2,y) oc |/-^C|ax 
The full conditional distributions for r2 and a-2 are inverse-gamma distributions. We 
use Metropolis steps for generating all of the remaining parameters. In the Metropolis 
steps, we use the common random walk jumping distributions — i.e., at any step, the 
jumping distribution for a parameter is a normal distribution with mean equal to the 
current value of the parameter in the chain and variance chosen so that the acceptance 
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rate is between 0.20-0.45. To choose the variances of the proposal distributions, we run an 
initial Markov chain with all variances fixed at unity. We compute the sample variances 
of the parameter values generated from the initial Markov chain and use multiples of 
them as the variance in the final chain — the value of the multipliers are chosen by 
experimenting to make the acceptance rates of all the parameters in the final algorithm 
between 0.2-0.45. We run five chains (using different initial values) of 10000 iterations 
each after a burn-in of 2000 iterations each and base our inference on the 50000 iterations 
from all the five chains combined. We use such large numbers to counter-balance the high 
autocorrelations of the parameter values generated by the chains. We use the Gelman-
Rubin convergence diagnostic (Gelman and Rubin, 1992) on the five chains generated 
to check if the Markov chains have converged. Numerical summaries of the posterior 
distributions are given in Table 6.2. Figure 6.1 shows histograms of the sampled values 
of the parameters of the model. 
Table 6.2 Summaries of the posterior distributions of the paramaters of a 
Poisson-normal model with two sets of random effects applied to 
the Scotland lip cancer data set 
parameter mean sd Quantiles 
2.5% 50% 97.5% 
0i -0.583 0.162 -0.893 -0.589 -0.248 
02 0.067 0.014 0.040 0.067 0.092 
<t> 0.142 0.035 0.038 0.155 0.174 
r2 1.216 0.562 0.404 1.118 2.553 
?2 0.839 0.837 0.252 0.710 2.130 
Comparing the posterior means with the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE), 
we see that they are more or less close except for <r2, for which the posterior mean 
is much larger than the corresponding MLE. This is not unexpected. The posterior 
distribution of a2 is clearly sensitive to the prior distribution used for a2. The joint 
posterior mode, which is found using the MCEM algorithm (see Section 4.2.2.2), is 
(-0.457,0.062,0.172,0.867,0.507)'. 
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sgma.sqm lau.squan 
Figure 6.1 Histograms of the sampled values of the parameters 
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The correlation matrix of the parameters computed using the sample obtained from 
the joint posterior distribution is given by: 
' 1.00 -0.62 0.38 -0.25 
1.00 -0.24 0.17 
1.00 -0.20 
1.00 
V 
6.4 Testing hypotheses about the variance components 
As our main focus is on Bayes factors, we do not carry out traditional hypothesis 
tests in the disease mapping example. It would be possible to carry out the simulation 
approach, but it will be very time-consuming. Informally, it seems that is not required 
in the model since the MLE of cr2 is 0 and the posterior mean is not large compared to 
the posterior standard deviation. The parameter r2 seems to be important in the model 
by looking at the MLE and the posterior summary. 
6.5 Approximating the Bayes factors 
Because of the presence of more than one variance component in the model we use, 
there are several possible Bayes factors that may be of interest. These correspond to 
comparing any two of the four possible models: 
• "full model" with r2 (and è) and a2 
• "spatial model" with r2 (and <p) only as a variance component 
• "heterogeneity model" with cr2 only as a variance component 
• "null model" with no variance component 
-0.00 
-0.10 
-0.14 
-0.38 
1.00 j 
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We focus on the three Bayes factors obtained by comparing any one of the three reduced 
models to the full model. Note that any other Bayes factor can be obtained from these 
three. 
It is difficult to apply some of the methods discussed in Chapter 4 to this multiple 
variance component problem because they require the computation of the likelihood at 
a large number of points. Integration over the random effects to evaluate the likelihood 
is time-consuming because the number of random effects parameters is large. This 
limits the usefulness of importance sampling, harmonic estimation, bridge sampling 
or reversible jump MCMC. One way to get these methods to work is to include the 
random effects as parameters in the model rather than trying to integrate them out 
(as discussed immediately after Section 4.3.5.5). We compute the Bayes factor estimate 
using importance sampling and harmonic estimation methods by using this technique. 
However, even with treating the random effects as parameters, application of bridge 
sampling or reversible jump MCMC method is difficult — the choice of the function 7 in 
the former and the proposal distributions for the latter make the methods very difficult 
to apply. 
We also use the methods which avoid the problem of repeated evaluation of the 
likelihood: the Laplace approximation, the Verdinelli-Wasserman method and Chib's 
method. To be able to apply the Verdinelli-Wasserman method, we require that the 
prior distribution for a2 and r2 be finite and non-zero at a2 = 0 and r2 = 0. We cannot 
use the inverse gamma prior distribution on a2 and r2 since the density of the inverse 
gamma distribution has a zero value for ordinate zero. An alternative is the shrinkage 
prior distribution (see, for example, Daniels, 1999) for the variance components, that is, 
 ^• idW 
and 
P(T2) = _2x C2 (c, + T:)2' 
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where c,'s are fixed constants denoting the medians of the respective prior distributions. 
We also assume apriori independence of cr2 and r2. We fix the c,'s at 1 for both of the 
distributions and use these prior distributions for all the methods. For (3 and <f>, we use 
the prior distributions used in Bayesian estimation, that is, p(/3) is taken to be a bivariate 
normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 20.1 and p(<f>) = Uniform(<f>\0, <j>max)-
We run the programs to compute estimates of each of the Bayes factors using each 
computation method 30 times each using different random number seeds and calculate 
the average and standard deviation of those 30 Bayes factor estimates obtained. The 
values are given in Table 6.3. The results provided by the Harmonic estimator are so 
poor that they are not shown in the table. 
Also given in the table are the CPU times taken for one computation of Bayes factor 
estimate by each of these methods in an Alphastation 500 workstation equipped with 
400 M Hz 64-bit CPU and a gigabyte of RAM. 
To compare the Bayes factor estimates obtained by the different methods, it would 
help to know the correct values. Of course, if there were an easy way to obtain the 
correct value, we would not need to explore the different approaches. The approach 
that is taken to obtain a "gold standard" is to use the importance sampling method 
with a huge sample size. We use the importance sampling method with sample size 
of one million. This takes quite a long time, but provides us a much-needed standard 
to compare the values obtained by the different methods. Obtaining the true values of 
Bayes factors on an Alphastation 500 workstation equipped with a 400MHz 64-bit CPU 
and a gigabyte of RAM take 620, 421 and 381 minutes respectively. By looking at the 
variability of the importance ratios for the sampled one million points, we conclude that 
the Bayes factor can be determined up to a standard error of about 0.5 % for the Bayes 
factor comparing the "spatial model" to the "full model" and about 0.25 % for the other 
two Bayes factors. This gives us a benchmark to compare the different methods. 
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Table 6.3 Estimates of the Bayes factors (along with their standard devia­
tions and time taken to run the program) for comparing different 
types of variance component models obtained by different methods 
for the Scotland lip cancer data set 
Comparing Method Estimated BF std. dev. CPU time(min) 
'spatial True value 1.44 - 620 
model vs Chib-Jeliazkov 1.46 0.1463 81.1 
'full Importance sampling 1.44 0.0578 30.5 
model' Verdinelli-Wasserman 0.44 0.21 7.1 
'heterogen. True value 0.083 - 421 
model' vs Chib-Jeliazkov 0.083 0.0093 57.2 
'full Importance sampling 0.083 0.0023 20.6 
model' Verdinelli-Wasserman 0.021 0.012 5.4 
'null True value 1.15 xlO-23 - 381 
model' vs Chib-Jeliazkov 1.21 xlO"23 1.46 xlO"24 48.1 
'full Importance sampling 1.16 x 10-* 2.81 xlO"25 18.2 
model' Verdinelli-Wasserman 0.0001 0.004 4.9 
The application of the Laplace approximation and the Chib's method requires the 
computation of the marginal likelihood L((3,<t>, r2,a2\y) — so we discuss that below. 
6.5.1 Likelihood computation 
From the discussion of Section 6.3, the marginal likelihood £(/3,</>, r2,<72|y)is given 
where 
V =  T 2{I - 4>C)-1  M + <J 2D. 
We compute the above using importance sampling (Section 4.1.3). We use a t4 impor­
tance sampling distribution on v. The mean and variance of the distribution are taken 
as the corresponding sample moments of v = ij -}- from a posterior sample obtained 
L{/3,4>, r2,<r2|y) oc J [|f[exp(-
| V | V 2  -  e x p  {-
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from the joint posterior distribution of conditional on r2, a2. The pos­
terior sample is obtained using techniques similar to those discussed in Section 6.3.2 
—  i . e . ,  u s i n g  a  G i b b s  s a m p l i n g  a l g o r i t h m  a n d  t h e  c o n d i t i o n a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  1 /  a n d  i f )  
given there. 
6.5.2 Specific details regarding the implementation of the various meth­
ods for this example 
Laplace approximation: To apply the Laplace approximation (Section 4.3.1), we 
work on the logarithmic scale for r2 and cr2. We compute the posterior modes required 
in this method using the importance sampling EM algorithm (Section 4.2.2.2). The 
posterior modes were found at: 
• (-0.480,0.059,0.169,1.450,0.000)' for the "full model" 
• (-0.480,0.059,0.169,1.450)' for the "spatial model" 
• (-0.621,0.064,1.612)' for the "heterogeneity model" and 
• (-0.542,0.074)' for the "null model" 
To compute the marginal density p { y \ M )  of the data under the models (remember 
that the Bayes factor is obtained as the ratio of the marginal densities of the data under 
the two models being compared), we use the usual Laplace approximation at the poste­
rior modes for the last three models. We compute the negative of the Hessian matrix of 
the log-posterior at the posterior mode using techniques similar to those used to derive 
(4.7). The approximated marginal density obtained by the Laplace approximation is 
very accurate for the "null model", but those for the "spatial model" and "heterogeneity 
model" are away from the true value by factors of 2.6 and 1.9 respectively. These values 
probably indicate that the Laplace approximation does not perform well for complex 
models. 
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However, we cannot use the Laplace approximation for the "full model" as the deriva­
tives of the log-posterior are undefined at the posterior mode under the "full model". 
We use our suggested variation (4.8) for that model. However, we find it difficult to find 
a point close to the posterior mode where the information matrix from the log-posterior 
density is positive definite. Hence we use the posterior mean as the point to apply 
(4.8-) on. The approximation of the marginal density obtained using this method is not 
satisfactory at all — as a result, the estimates of all the three Bayes factors using this 
method are far from the true value. Hence, we don't show the results in the Table 6.3. 
Verdinelli-Wasserman method: To apply the Verdinelli-Wasserman method, 
since apriori there is no dependence between the variance parameters and the fixed 
effects /3, we can use the simple formula 
where w is the vector of variance components we are testing. To approximate p(u;<j|y), 
we use posterior samples of size 50000 obtained by the MCMC methods (Section 2.3) 
and then apply kernel density estimation. We use built-in S-plus programs to do the 
kernel estimation. 
For comparing either the "spatial model" or the "heterogeneity model" to the "full 
model", we need one-dimensional kernel estimation — we use the S-plus function "den­
sity" (Venables & Ripley, 1998) to do that. This function implements a kernel-density 
smoother of the form 
for a sample 11, (%,... tn with fixed kernel K(.) and a bandwidth 6. The kernel is usually 
chosen to be a probability density function; we use the normal density which is the 
default in the program. The choice of bandwidth is a compromise between smoothing 
p(u>o) 
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enough to remove insignificant bumps and smoothing too much to smear out real peaks. 
We use the choice suggested in Silverman (1986, page 45): 
where R is the inter-quartile range of the sample and s is the standard deviation of the 
sample ti, t2,... tn. We also make sure by looking at the plots of the fitted kernel density 
for the above bandwidth to ensure that there is no over-fitting or under-fitting. 
For comparing the model without any variance component against that with both 
of them, we need two-dimensional Kernel estimation. We use a built-in S-plus function 
akde". The function uses a kernel density estimator of the form 
for a bivariate sample ii,£2,...{n and a fixed bivariate kernel K(.) and a bandwidth 
b. We use the standard multivariate normal density as a kernel. The bandwidth is 
chosen using the formula of optimum bandwidth for a bivariate normal kernel given in 
Silverman (1986, page 47): 
As in the univariate case, we look at the contour plot of the fitted kernel density to make 
sure that the amount of smoothing is appropriate for the above bandwidth. 
The values of the estimated Bayes factors obtained by this method are not satisfac­
tory as can be seen from Table 6.3. However, the results improve a lot for the first two 
Bayes factors considered in Table 6.3 if posterior samples of larger size are used. For 
example, using posterior samples of size 100000 gives an average estimated Bayes factor 
of 1.73 for the Bayes factor comparing the "spatial model" versus the "full model". The 
average estimate for the Bayes factor comparing the "heterogeneity model" versus the 
"full model" is 0.10 when posterior samples of size 100000 is used. These estimates are 
b  = 4 x 1.06min(s, A/1.34)n $, (6.12) 
b  = 0.96n"*8. (6.13) 
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much closer to the true values of the Bayes factors than the estimates obtained with 
posterior samples of size 100000. 
Chib's method: Because we use Metropolis steps within a Gibbs sampler for all 
the parameters to generate the posterior sample, the Chib-Jeliazkov method (Section 
4.3.5.2) that computes the marginal likelihood from Metropolis output will be appli­
cable here rather than Chib's original Gibbs sampling-based method (Section 4.3.5.1). 
We have to estimate p(/3,<£,T2,<r2|y) at a particular value of the parameter vector. 
That distribution is difficult to sample from directly. Instead it is possible to obtain 
simulations from p(/3,<£,r2,<72,77^,1 = 1,... = 1,... ,n|y), where each of the 
components is generated from its full conditional distribution using a Metropolis step 
(Section 2.3.2). When computing the marginal density p(y\M) for the "full model", we 
treat 77,-, i = 1,... , n and 0i, i = I,... , n as latent variables. With the "spatial model", 
T]i,i = 1,... , n are treated as latent variables while for the "heterogeneity model", 
ifii, i = 1,... ,n are treated as latent variables. For the model without any variance 
components, /3 is the only parameter block used. 
As for the fixed point used in this method, the posterior mode for the full model 
is found at (-0.475,0.059,0.169,1.450,0.000)', that is, on the boundary of the parameter 
space. The full conditional density p(cr2|y, 17, ^,/3,<£, r2) has to be computed with this 
method at the fixed point, but it is not defined at the posterior mode. So we use the 
posterior mean as the fixed point to estimate the posterior ordinate. We also compute 
the marginal density under the 'full model' at a number of points close to the posterior 
mode — but they don't improve on the standard deviation obtained with the case when 
the posterior mean is taken as the fixed point. 
The sample size is taken as 50000 (after convergence of the Markov chain) for all the 
models. 
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Importance sampling: As discussed towards the beginning of Section 6.5, we 
treat the random effects rj and rp as parameters in the variance components models to 
facilitate the computations. 
We use the logarithms of r2 and cr2 as the parameters in the three variance component 
models. Under each of the three models other than the full model, the importance 
sampling density is taken as a ^ distribution with location parameter equal to the 
posterior mode and variance matrix equal to the inverse of the negative of the Hessian of 
the log-posterior evaluated at the posterior mode, where we use the techniques described 
in Section 4.2.2.2 to obtain the posterior mode and the variance matrix. 
However, under the "full model", the posterior mode lies on the boundary of the 
parameter space and the negative of the Hessian of the log-posterior evaluated at the 
posterior mode is not positive definite. Hence, while computing with the "full model", 
the importance sampling density is taken as a distribution with location parameter 
equal to the posterior mean and variance matrix equal to the posterior variance matrix; 
the posterior moments are obtained from a posterior sample generated under the "full 
model" using an MCMC algorithm (Section 2.3). 
The size of the importance sample is taken as 50000 for all the models. 
6.5.3 Comparison of the different methods 
Looking at Table 6.3, we see that Chib's method and the importance sampling 
method (with sample size 50000) provide accurate values of the Bayes factor estimates. 
The standard deviation of the Bayes factor estimate is much smaller for the importance 
sampling method than for the Chib's method. Since the importance sampling method 
takes much less coding effort and considerably less time (less than half as much time 
as that taken by the Chib's method), this method seems to be the best method to use 
for computation of the Bayes factor estimate for this data set. This is a bit surprising, 
keeping in mind other recent work on Bayes factor estimate computation where Chib's 
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method provides the most accurate result; for example, Han and Carlin (2000, page 
27-28), who computed Bayes factor estimates for non-nested linear regression models 
and hierarchical longitudinal models say that 
we are inclined to conclude that the marginal likelihood methods (Chib's) 
appear to offer a better and safer approach to recommend to practitioners 
seeking to choose amongst a collection of standard (e.g., hierarchical linear) 
models. 
In reconciling these results, there are several factors to consider. The efficiency of the 
Chib's method is closely related to the efficiency of the underlying MCMC algorithm. 
Thus, the standard deviation for the Chib's method and its run time may be reduced by 
reducing the autocorrelation of the generated parameter values in the MCMC algorithm, 
for example, by the use of the tailored proposal density (Chib and Jeliazkov, 2001) 
The Verdinelli-Wasserman method performs poorly for all of the three Bayes fac­
tor estimate computations. It is possible that the performance of this method can be 
improved by considering different kernel density methods, but we do not explore this 
here. 
6.5.4 Interpretation of results 
One point to be noted here is that although there is difference in the Bayes factor 
estimate values obtained by the different methods, the conclusion is the same regardless 
of the method applied. When we compare the "spatial model" against the "full model", 
all the methods give Bayes factor estimates favoring the former model — which suggests 
that <72 is probably not required in the model. By contrast, the Bayes factor estimate 
comparing the "heterogeneity model" against the "full model" provides strong evidence 
for the full model, indicating that a2 alone cannot explain all the variability in the data 
— hence there is some spatial structure present in the data. 
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Similarly, Bayes factor estimates obtained by all the methods used for comparing 
the "null model" against the "full model" give very strong evidence against the former 
model pointing to the fact that the simple poisson regression model is inadequate for 
the data — there is extra-poisson variation present. 
Hence, among the four variance component models considered for these data, the 
"spatial" model' seems to be the optimum model. So there seems to be some proof of 
spatial correlation among the risk of lip cancer incidence in the districts of Scotland. 
6.6 Sensitivity to the prior distributions 
In Section 5.5, we explored the sensitivity of the Bayes factor estimate calculation to 
the choice of prior distribution for a generalized linear mixed model with one variance 
component. When there is more than one variance component, as is the case here, 
we must consider sensitivity to prior distributions on each variance component. Also, 
there are several Bayes factors to consider as described towards the beginning of Section 
6.5. Here we consider the sensitivity to the prior distribution of the Bayes factor for 
comparing the "null model" versus the "full model" because the sensitivity of the other 
Bayes factors (all of which test whether we can drop one variance component from 
the model) have been covered by the sensitivity analysis we performed in the previous 
chapter. We denote the "null model" as model 0 and the "full model" as model 1. 
Let's further denote the Bayes factor for comparing the model 0 and the model 1 for a 
prior distribution p(r2, a2) on the variance components as BF°* y Then, as described 
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in Section 4.5, BF™ j, the reciprocal of SF^1 j, can be expressed as: 
Ml, 
fv» /t' U fp fr, U P W , V, *l>)p(v\<t>, T2)p{ll)\(T2)dTjdll>p(l3)p((t>)p{T2,<T2)dl3d(t>dT2d<J2 
f&p{y\P,V = 0,V = 0 )p{P)d(3 
f f f* f& fr, u p(y\p, n, 4>)p(v\<t>, T2)p{il>\<T2)dridrl)p(p)p{<}>)dpd<l> ,_2 _2w_2j_2 
h h f f i  p(y\0, v = o,4> = 0)p(/3)d/3 P(T ' * } 
= J^ 3 Jr3 BF$a2 • p{T2,<T2)dT2d<T2, 
where is the Bayes factor for comparing the model 1 against the model 0 using 
a degenerate prior at (r2,<r2) under model 1. It can also be interpreted as the Bayes 
factor for comparing model 1 with variance components fixed at (r2,<r2) against model 
0. 
The above relation implies that 
Bf%.) = [jf2 /, (6.14) 
We use the importance sampling method to obtain estimates of for different 
combinations of r2 and cr2. Table 6.4 gives the logarithms of Bayes factor estimates for 
a grid of (r2,cr2). 
Figure 6.2 shows a perspective plot of the logarithms of BF\j „2 for different r2 and 
<t2. Looking at the table and the plot, we observe that BF™^a reaches its highest 
value around r2 = 1.95 and a2 = 0.01. Figure 6.3 shows a close view of the section of 
the perspective plot near the maximum value. The maximum likelihood estimates of r2 
and a2 are 1.64 and 0.00 respectively. The highest value of the Bayes factor estimate is 
achieved for r2 near, but not equal to the corresponding maximum likelihood estimate. 
If there were no parameters in the model other than r2 and <r2, then the value of Z?F*° 
would be maximized at the maximum likelihood estimate. The difference here is due 
to the fact that there Eire other parameters. The above results for degenerate priors 
suggest that the minimum possible value of BFp^ j is nearly obtained with a prior 
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Table 6.4 Logarithm of estimated BF^j2's for different r2 and a2 for the 
Scotland lip cancer data set 
Values Values of <r2 
of T2 .01 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .75 1.0 1.3 1.5 2.0 2.5 
0.01 5.3 14.4 21.7 27.3 32.0 35.8 42.0 45.7 48.1 49.7 51.2 51.8 
0.10 25.9 30.4 34.3 37.3 39.8 41.7 45.3 47.8 49.5 50.6 51.7 52.0 
0.30 40.3 42.4 44.2 45.7 46.9 47.9 49.8 50.9 51.6 52.1 52.5 52.3 
0.50 46.3 47.5 48.6 49.4 50.1 50.7 51.8 52.4 52.7 52.9 52.9 52.5 
0.75 50.1 50.8 51.4 51.9 52.2 52.5 53.1 53.3 53.4 53.4 53.0 52.4 
1.00 52.2 52.6 52.9 53.1 53.3 53.5 53.7 53.7 53.7 53.5 52.9 52.2 
1.25 53.3 53.5 53.7 53.8 53.9 54.0 54.0 53.9 53.7 53.4 52.7 52.0 
1.50 54.0 54.1 54.1 54.3 54.2 54.2 54.0 53.8 53.5 53.2 52.5 51.7 
1.64 54.2 54.2 54.3 54.2 54.2 54.2 54.0 53.7 53.4 53.1 52.3 51.5 
1.80 54.3 54.3 54.3 54.3 54.2 54.1 53.9 53.6 53.3 52.9 52.1 51.2 
1.95 54.4 54.4 54.3 54.3 54.2 54.1 53.8 53.5 53.1 52.7 51.8 51.0 
2.00 54.4 54.4 54.3 54.2 54.1 54.0 53.7 53.4 53.0 52.6 51.8 50.9 
2.20 54.3 54.3 54.2 54.1 54.0 53.9 53.5 53.2 52.8 52.4 51.5 50.6 
2.50 54.2 54.1 53.9 53.8 53.7 53.5 53.2 52.7 52.3 51.9 51.0 50.1 
3.00 53.6 53.4 53.3 53.1 53.0 52.8 52.4 52.0 51.5 51.1 50.1 49.2 
4.00 52.0 51.9 51.7 51.5 51.3 51.1 50.7 50.2 49.7 49.3 48.3 47.4 
density concentrated around T2 = 1.95, a2 = 0.01. We compute values of BF°p| ( ( under 
a set of independent inverse-gamma prior distributions on r2 and a2 where we fixed 
the variance of the prior distributions at 10 and varied the means. The importance 
sampling method of computing the Bayes factor estimate is used for the computation. 
Table 6.5 gives the logarithms of the Bayes factor estimate BF°p^ ^ for a grid of posterior 
means of r2 and a2. Figure 6.4 shows a perspective plot of the logarithms of BF°p^y 
Table 6.5 and Figure 6.4 show that the minimum value of the Bayes factor estimate is 
obtained when the prior mean of r2 is around 3.0 (i.e., the prior mode is around 1.46) 
and the prior mean (and hence the prior mode) of cr2 is close to 0. Figure 6.5 shows a 
plot of the region near which the Bayes factor estimate reaches its minimum. The prior 
mode values that minimize the Bayes factor estimate are quite close to the maximum 
likelihood estimates of these parameters, although not exactly equal to them. 
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Figure 6.4 Plot of logarithm of BF™^ for different prior means of r2 and 
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Figure 6.5 Plot of logarithm of BF°* ^ for different prior means of r2 and <r2 
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Table 6.5 Logarithm of estimated BF^f^s for different prior means of r2 and 
a2 for the turtles data set 
Prior Prior means 
means of <72 
of T2 0.01 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 
0.01 -43.8 -45.5 -46.7 -47.2 -47.9 -48.5 -49.2 -50.1 -50.2 -50.5 -50.9 
0.10 -48.3 -48.5 -48.7 -48.8 -49.2 -49.6 -50.1 -50.4 -50.8 -51.0 -51.2 
0.30 -50.4 -50.5 -50.6 -50.8 -50.9 -51.1 -51.3 -51.5 -51.7 -51.7 -51.7 
0.50 -51.3 -51.5 -51.5 -51.6 -51.8 -51.9 -51.9 -52.0 -52.1 -52.1 -52.0 
0.75 -52.0 -52.1 -52.1 -52.2 -52.3 -52.4 -52.4 -52.4 -52.4 -52.4 -52.2 
1.00 -52.5 -52.5 -52.5 -52.6 -52.7 -52.7 -52.8 -52.7 -52.7 -52.6 -52.4 
1.50 -52.9 -53.0 -53.0 -53.1 -53.1 -53.2 -53.1 -53.0 -52.9 -52.7 -52.5 
2.00 -53.3 -53.4 -53.4 -53.3 -53.3 -53.3 -53.3 -53.1 -53.0 -52.7 -52.4 
2.50 -53.6 -53.6 -53.5 -53.5 -53.5 -53.4 -53.3 -53.3 -52.9 -52.6 -52.3 
3.00 -53.6 -53.6 -53.6 -53.6 -53.5 -53.4 -53.3 -53.1 -52.8 -52.4 -52.0 
3.25 -53.6 -53.6 -53.6 -53.5 -53.5 -53.3 -53.2 -52.9 -52.7 -52.3 -51.9 
3.50 -53.6 -53.6 -53.5 -53.5 -53.4 -53.2 -53.1 -52.8 -52.5 -52.2 -51.7 
4.00 -53.5 -53.4 -53.4 -53.3 -53.2 -53.0 -52.9 -52.6 -52.2 -51.8 -51.4 
4.50 -53.3 -53.2 -53.1 -53.0 -52.9 -52.7 -52.6 -52.2 -51.8 -51.3 -51.0 
5.00 -53.0 -52.9 -52.8 -52.7 -52.5 -52.3 -52.2 -51.8 -51.4 -50.9 -50.4 
6.7 Simulation study 
We proceed to do a simulation study with the objective to find if the Bayes factors 
can help the statistician to identify the right variance component model. Data sets are 
generated using different fixed known values of the variance components. Then Bayes 
factor estimates comparing different variance component models are computed to see 
which model the Bayes factor favors. This provides some information about whether 
Bayes factors are useful model selection tools for generalized linear mixed models. The 
simulation is interesting for the Poisson disease mapping model because the issue of 
identifiability of parameters for this particular model is an important one (see for example 
Elberly and Carlin, 2000). 
First, data sets are generated from the Poisson-normal model that we have used to 
analyze the disease incidence data: 
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Poisson(XiEi), i = 1,2,..., n, 
X/3 + ri + V>, 
N{0,T 2 { I -<t>C)~ lM), 
N{0,cr2D). 
The Ei and the definition of C, M, D are exactly the same as for the Scotland lip cancer 
data. The values of (3 and 0 are fixed at the maximum likelihood estimate and the 
values of r2 and a2 are varied to obtain the following four situations: 
• r2 and a2 both small (0.01 each) 
• t2 and a2 both large (1 each) 
• r2 large (1.5) and a2 small (0.01) 
•  T 2  small(O.Ol) and <r2 large(1.5) 
For each of the above situations, we generate 30 data sets and compute the Bayes 
factors comparing each of the three reduced models 
• "null model" 
• "heterogeneity model" 
• "spatial model" 
against the full model. Table 6.6 shows the Bayes factor estimates obtained — each 
of columns 2-4 giving Bayes factor estimates for comparing one of the above reduced 
models against the "full model". 
The second column indicates that the "null model" is preferred to the "full model" 
only when both variance components are extrmely small. If one or both variance com­
ponents are large, then the null model is clearly rejected. 
y.|Ai ~ 
log( A) = 
t?|T2,0 ~ 
\a2 ~ 
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Table 6.6 Estimated Bayes factors ( B F  ) for comparing different types of 
variance component models for the simulated data sets similar to 
the Scotland lip cancer data set 
True values 
of (T2,<T2) 
Model compared to the "full model" 
"null model" "heterogeneity model" "spatial model" 
(0.01, 0.01) 69 9.1 18 
(1.00, 1.00) 7 xl0~29 0.09 0.43 
(1.50,0.01) 1 xl0~21 0.08 0.65 
(0.01,1.50) 7 xl0~14 0.24 0.46 
The third column reports Bayes factor estimates for testing whether the spatial 
random effect term is needed (with small values indicating that it is). It r2 is large, then 
the Bayes factor estimate indicates that the spatial effect is clearly needed (Bayes factor 
estimate= 0.09 or 0.08). If both variance components are small, then the spatial effect 
is not needed (Bayes factor estimate = 9.1). The interesting case here is the last row 
where r2 = 0.01,a2 = 1.50. Even though the "heterogeneity model" should provide an 
adequate fit, the Bayes factor estimate suggests that the "full model" should be preferred 
(though the evidence is not strong). 
For testing whether the heterogeneity random efects are needed, the Bayes factor 
estimate gives the right conclusion if the true value of both r2 and a2 is small — a 
Bayes factor estimate of 18 favors the "null model". The Bayes factor estimates for the 
other scenarios are approximately the same irrespective of the true values of a2 (and r2). 
In each case, the "full model" is slightly preferred to the "spatial model". This result 
is especially surprising for the final scenario in which the data generated are consistent 
with the "heterogeneity model". 
All these simulations appear to raise questions about the disease mapping model 
rather than answer questions about the Bayes factors. In the Stern and Cressie (1995) 
model, the "spatial model" seems to provide a better fit than the "heterogeneity model" 
even when the "heterogeneity model" is the true model. This may be due to the fact 
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that the "heterogeneity model" is included as a special case of the spatial model; it 
corresponds to the case 0 = 0. The question is then whether including both effects is 
ever justified. The results in Table 6.6 suggest perhaps not. There is a slight preference 
for the "full model" when both effects are present, but the Bayes factor estimate is less 
than 3 in that case. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
Generalized linear mixed models are applied often and their use is likely to increase 
with the widespread availability of fast computational facilities. In many applications, 
people are interested to test hypotheses regarding variance components. Our objective 
in this work is to investigate the problem of testing for the variance component(s) for 
generalized linear mixed models. We mainly focus on the calculation of Bayes factors 
for comparing two models. Our work focusses on two specific generalized linear mixed 
model examples, a probit model with a single variance component and a Poisson model 
with multiple variance components. 
7.1 Inference 
The very first step in doing parametric inference, the computation of the likelihood 
(also known as marginal likelihood) for a given value of the parameters, is a difficult task 
for generalized linear mixed models. The main reason is that to compute the likelihood, 
one needs to integrate out the random effects, which can not be done analytically for 
these models. If the model is simple and the data set is small, one can use numerical 
integration (e.g., Simpson's rule) to integrate out the random effects. However, numerical 
integration becomes very time-consuming for large problems. Importance sampling is 
an alternative approach. We find that the importance sampling with a distribution 
seems to work well in computation of the likelihood. 
Bayesian analysis of generalized linear mixed models does not necessarily require 
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evaluating the likelihood and in this sense can be easier than for example maximum 
likelihood estimation. One can easily implement an MCMC algorithm to draw a sample 
from the posterior distribution of the parameters. There is the software BUGS available 
for obtaining a posterior sample from a wide variety of generalized linear mixed models. 
Optimization plays a key role in inference for generalized linear mixed models. Max­
imum likelihood estimation requires that we maximize the likelihood. In addition, some 
Bayes factor computation approaches require the posterior mode. In both cases, opti­
mization is complicated by the fact that the likelihood is difficult to compute. While the 
use of numerical integration to integrate out the random effects followed by the use of 
the Newton-Raphson method works for simple models and small data sets, anything else 
requires some kind of approximation or EM algorithm. The Monte Carlo EM algorithm 
using an importance sampling approach (Booth & Hobert, 1999) seems to work well for 
the complex situations that we consider. 
7.2 Choosing a method to compute the Bayes factor estimate 
The focus of our work was to study how the different methods for computing Bayes 
factor estimates perform for generalized linear mixed models. The key results are: 
• The Laplace approximation is a fast way to obtain an approximate value of the 
Bayes factor for simple models — this method does reasonably well for the simple 
probit model example. The relative error for the estimate of the marginal densities 
obtained with this approximation is O(^), which is not high even for moderate 
sample sizes. However, this method cannot be applied when the posterior mode 
for a model is on the boundary of the parameter space; this was the case with the 
Poisson-normal model. For the same example, the Laplace approximation does not 
give good estimate of marginal density for any of the variance component models 
either. Hence, this method cannot be trusted when applied to complex models. 
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• If we need an accurate estimate of the Bayes factor, the importance sampling 
method can be used to obtain the Bayes factor estimate since this method seems 
to work well for both of our examples. This method gives very accurate estimates 
of the Bayes factor with small standard deviations. Chib's method works well, but 
yielded higher standard deviations for our complex example. 
• Chib's method works well and is the least sensitive to the size of the problem. It 
can be used even with a larger number of random effects. The use of sophisticated 
computational techniques, e.g., the tailored proposal density (Chib and Jeliazkov, 
2001) may be used to improve the convergence rate of the Markov chain, which 
will in turn reduce the variability of the Bayes factor estimate for a given number 
of iterations. 
• Reversible jump MCMC method appears to be a very elegant method to find 
Bayes factor estimates. This method has the advantage that if we are comparing 
more than one models at the same time, we can get the Bayes factor estimate for 
comparing any model against any other as an end-result of only one Markov chain 
using this method. This method however involves many likelihood computations. 
We may avoid the likelihood computation by treating the random effects as param­
eters of the model. In that case, it is difficult to construct jumping distributions, 
especially for jumping from one model to another. 
• Verdinelli-Wasserman method, although quite easy to implement, does not seem 
to be very accurate for complex models. The main difficulty appears to lie with 
the multivariate density estimation required to obtain the estimate of the Bayes 
factor. 
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7.3 Prior distribution 
The Bayes factor is sensitive to the prior distribution used for the variance compo­
nents), even when we have moderately large sample size. Hence, one should be very 
careful about the choice of the prior distribution for the variance component(s). Section 
4.5 describes an approach for assessing sensitivity of the Bayes factor for variance com­
ponent testing to the prior distributions used for the variance components in the model. 
That approach is applied to the examples in Sections 5.5 and 6.6. If there is no prior 
information available about the problem, one should compute the Bayes factor estimate 
for a range of prior distributions and base the conclusion on the range of the estimates 
obtained. 
7.4 Future work 
Though we have looked at two data examples, a simple and a more complex one, 
we have not considered any really large data sets yet in our work. Questions about 
the relative merit of the importance sampling method and the Chib's method may be 
answered only by working with large data sets. 
Commercial software for implementing the methods we discussed here is very difficult 
to obtain. Other than GLIMMIX (whose estimates may not have satisfactory properties) 
and BUGS (which can be very time-consuming for large data sets), there is nothing 
available right now. The programs in this dissertation are specific to the applications. 
One future need is software for inference with generalized linear mixed models that will 
address model selection. 
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